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ABSTRACT

Inland Water Transport (IWT), which contributes 30% of the overall freight transport

output and 20% of passenger travel, plays a very significant role in the transport system

of Bangladesh. Its low expenses and high accessibility, as compared with other

alternatives, causes such high demand for water transportation in the country despite very

poor level of service. The most critical deficiency in Bangladesh water transport sector

relates to the safety aspect As reported by the Department of Shipping, since 1977 about

3000 died in 285 reported accidents in the waterways of the country. It should be

recognised that the figure does not include significant numbers of unreported accidents.

Mainly due to high risk of accident, the waterway transportation system has only been

used by the captive users despite possessing geographical advantage. A safer waterway

has the potential to relieve burden on other modes of transportation and render a

balanced, multimodal and sustainable transport system for the country. To enhance safety

of waterway system it is essential to analyse characteristics of waterway accidents.

Accident characterization needs accident related information.

This project thesis develops the information system of waterway accidents and studies the

characteristics of those occurring in Bangladesh. This study is limited to analyse the

waterway accidents occurred in Bangladesh during last 10 years. Waterway Accidents

include accidents related to formal and informal motor propelled passenger vessels only.

As there exists only few previous studies in the field of waterway accident in Bangladesh,

the framework is developed following the methodological framework of roadway

accident analysis. Geographical information system (GIS) has been used to develop

waterway accident information system Hazardous locations were also identified through
utilization of GIS.

A total of I 14 accidents were analysed in the study on the basis of information available

from secondary sources and newspapers. This data covers the major waterway accidents

occurring in the country for the last 10 years. It is observed that the number of fatalities

was more than 3000 during this period. The most predominant causes of accident are

found to be cyclone (31%), collision (28%) and overloading (24%) During cyclone or
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collision stability of vessel is lost due to overloading. Therefore overloading is a very

significant supplementary factor. It is observed that collision type of accidents is likely to

be occurring more in dark time, fair weather condition and is evenly distributed over the

year. Accident caused by cyclone is likely to be occurring more in bright light, stormy

weather condition and during April to August. Since the age distribution of waterway

accident victims is tilted towards the young, the reduction in length of life and hence loss

of productivity is substantial, compared with the more frequent causes of death (cancer

and heart diseases), which are associated with old ages.

GIS based' Accident Information System' reveals that there exist a few locations where

the frequency of accident is high. Most of the accidents at these locations have been

caused by bad weather. A navigational information system integrated with meteorological

forecasting system can contribute in reducing such accidents. Future research should

concentrate on these topics.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Water transportation is the most efficient, least expensive and environmentally safe

means of transportation. It accounts for more than 95 percent of all international trade

(ITWDA, 1999). Inland water transport is important in many countries because of the

following reasons:

1. Ensures access to the remote areas where development of other modes is not

feasible.

2. Attracts new industries to the remote zones.

3. Greatly expands markets for a region's resources and products.

4. Generates water related recreation and tourism activities.

5. Creates related small business opportunities.

Bangladesh, a flat alluvial delta, is a land of three mighty rivers, Padma, Meghna and

Jarnuna. A dense network of many big and small rivers, canals, creeks (beels) and large

water bodies (haors) covers the major parts of the country and provides a relatively cost-

effective means of transport, particularly for the coastal settlements in the southern

districts. Total length of waterways in Bangladesh is 24000 km, in which navigable

waterways in wet season are 6000 km. In dry season it reduces to 3800 km (B1WTA,

1995).

Tablel.l and Tablel.2 present the modal share of passenger and freight transportation in

Bangladesh by different modes. As shown in the tables that Inland Water Transport

(lWT), which contributes 30% of the overall freight transport output and 20% of

passenger travel, plays an important role in the transport system of Bangladesh (BIWTA,

2003). Its lower expenses and higher accessibility as compared with other alternatives are

the main reasons for such high demand of water transportation in the country despite very

poor level of service. Freight transport cost (Ton per km) in the waterway is 0.90 Tk,

which is much less than that of other transport system in Bangladesh (BIWTA, 2003).



Table 1.1: Modal Share of Passenger Transportation by Different Alternatives

Passenger

Year Percentage

Passenger -Km(Bi IIion) Road Rail IWT

1974-75 17 53.9 30.2 15.9

1984-85 35 64.1 20.0 15.9

1994-95 59 69.0 15.8 15.2

1996-97 72 73 13 14

2004-05 (Projected) 98 75 12 13

Source:8anglapedia2004and8852001

Table1.2: Modal Share of Freight Tmnsportation by Different Alternatives

Freight

Year Ton-Km. Percentage

(Billion) Road Rail 1WT

1974-75 2.64 35 28 37

1984-85 4.48 47 17 36

1994-95 7.23 57 13 30

1996-97 10 63 7 30

2004-05 (Projected) IL7 65 10 25

Source:8anglapedla2004 and885200 I

Although being an important part of country's transportation system, waterway is highly

neglected and bestowed with multidimensional problems. Bari(2004) reports that 1WT

was the healthiest of the three modes in terms of budget allocation, transport link and

performance at the on set of independence of Bangladesh with highest budget allocation

in the First Five Year Plan. Since then the scenario has changed dramatically against IWT

and in the Fifth Five Year Plan attracted less than ten percent of the total allocation. As

shown in Table 1.3, less than I% of the total transport sector investment is allocated for

inland water transportation. Despite such meagre investment, water transportation system

still satisfies a major transport demand particularly in the coastal areas.
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Table1.3: Allocation of Development Fund in Different Modes of Transportation

Percentage
Year Total Road Rail IWT

1999-2000 100 73.33 15.81 5.47
2000-2001 100 71.66 22.40 1.25
2001-2002 100 77.50 17.64 1.87
2002-2003 100 79.68 18.74 0.83
2003-2004 100 76.48 22.35 0.74

Source: BIWTA 2003

Perhaps the most critical deficiency in Bangladesh water transport sector relates to the

safety of passenger movement. As reported by the Department of Shipping, since 1977

about 3000 people died in 285 reported accidents in the waterways of the country (DOS,

2003). It seems that the figure of accident mentioned above is too small because of gross

under-reporting. Most of the times the vessels are overloaded and the exact number of

passenger casualties cannot be ascertained. Also, the numbers of casualties in an accident

are estimated on the basis of dead bodies. But many times the dead bodies are lost in the

rough rivers, thereby causing under estimation of the fatalities. Most of these accidents

occur due to bad weather conditions, collision between vessels, overloading, negligence's

of the master etc (BTSS, 1994). An accident in the waterway causes 5 to 10 times more

death or casualty in comparison with a roadway accident. It requires extensive research

work, as in the field of roadways accident, to improve the safety situation in the

waterways. At present several agencies like National Road Safety Council (NRSC),

Accident Research Centre (ARC), Roads & Highways Department (RHO) etc. are

involved in the research to improve the roadway safety situation. Despite being an

indispensable part of our transport system, waterways have been neglected in the context

of safety issue. Also, most of the studies on the topic primarily concentrated on the vessel

design issues rather than the transportation system aspect concentrating on spatial,

temporal and geographic variables associated with navigation, loading-unloading, and

information availability. A comprehensive database of the concerned variables would be

highly appreciated to plan, design and operate waterway transport in the country. An

accident database would have helped in analyzing the characteristics of accident and

3



identifying hazardous locations. A detail study is deemed necessary to develop waterway

accident database, identify hazardous locations and recommend means to improve

waterway safety situation.

1.2 Objectives of the Study

The preliminary aim of this study is to identify the characteristics of waterway accidents

in Bangladesh by developing a framework for the information system of waterway

accidents. The specific objectives of the study can be summarized as follows:

• To develop waterway accident data collection framework and a

waterway accident database.

• To analyze the accident data with respect to temporal and spatial

characteristics of waterway accidents in Bangladesh.

• To recommend the measures for waterway safety situation on the

basis of the findings.

1.3 Significance of the Study

Considering the significance of waterway for transportation system of the country, it is

essential to ensure safety of passengers and goods. Implementation of a safe waterway

system requires detail analysis of the accidents. Accident characterization needs accident

related information. This project report presents the development of the information

system of waterway accidents and investigates the characteristics of those occurring in the

country. It is expected that the findings of this thesis will help to understand the waterway

accident problems so as to provide a direction for safety improvements.

1.4 Scope of the Study

This study is limited to analyze the waterway accidents occurred in Bangladesh during

last 10 years and thus to identify the characteristics of these accidents. These accidents

include accidents involving passenger launches and motor vessels only. Data collected for

the analysis is basically, based on newspaper sources and BIWTA information.

Newspapers do not prepare accidents news for engineering analysis rather only to inform
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the people. So some information are not found while transforming in the accident data

collection format. For each of the accidents couple of newspapers were examined to

extract information as much as possible.

1.5 Organisation of the Study

The contents of the remainder of this thesis are divided into five chapters.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to the theme of this thesis. This review will help

to understand aspects of previous studies, factors involving waterway accidents, causes of

waterway accidents.

Chapter 3 outlines water transport system in Bangladesh, the theoretical and analytical

aspects of the study, study design as well as methodology. This chapter also includes

accident record system, and accident investigation approach.

Chapter 4 presents the Waterway Accident Information System (WAIS) development

using GIS. It provides user-friendly interfaces for input and extraction of information

GIS framework enables visualization and seamless upgradation capabilities.

Chapter 5 presents the analysis of accident data. The principal features analysed include

the distribution of accidents by location, type, time, month, year, light condition, age

groups, gender etc. Also several cross-classifications of the accidents were examined in

order to find the factors.

Major findings of the study, conclusions and recommendations on the basis of findings

are discussed in Chapter 6. Recommendations for future study are also discussed in this

chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERA TURE RIVEW

2.1 Introduction

Although the tragic history of capsizing of passenger and cargo vessels has attracted the

attention of general people, decision makers and news media, there exists severe scarcity

of literature in this regard. Even there does not exist any comprehensive database on

traffic volume, routes, and navigational characteristics regarding waterway transportation

system of the country. In course of the project work relevant literature in Bangladesh and

abroad has been reviewed. Also available theories of the accident analysis have been

reviewed in connection with analysis of waterway accident characteristics. A summary of

the literature reviewed is presented in this chapter. The chapter also presents a brief

history of the development of waterways in the country.

2.2 Studies on Watenvay Transportation System ofthe Country

A number of important studies on waterway transportation system of Bangladesh were

carried out in the last decade of the previous century. RTF (1991) discussed river system

and changes in the waterway over time, institutional arrangements for managements and

operations of waterways, role and domain of public sector, role and domain of private

sector, inland waterway infrastructure, financial performance of different transport sub-

sectors, problems relating to operational efficiency, analysis of modal split, fare and

freight of different modes of transport. The report describes that the inland waterway

transport in Bangladesh is the oldest mode of transport and it carries nearly one third of

the country's total passenger and freight. The report also says that the private operators

own more than 90 percent of the water vessels plying in the country. Unlike to public

sector, the operators do not follow the rules and regulations. This is why their vessels lead

to disastrous and fatal accidents in the water transport sector of the country.

Preponderance of private sector in inland water also makes the assessment of operational

efficiency difficult. Also, the private operators do not maintain regular and authentic

statistics. The report mentioned that the total volume of passenger and freight traffic in

Bangladesh was undergone phenomenal changes during 1960-90 and the share of
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different modes of transport has changed significantly. Rail transport used to share about

70 percent of total passenger-km and 74 percent of freight-ton-km in 1960-61. Road

transport carried 3 percent of passenger traffic and 6 percent of freight traffic as compared

to 27 percent of passenger traffic and 20 percent of freight traffic carried by inland water

transport during the same period. In 1989-90 the passenger shares of road, rail and inland

water transport were 4 I percent, 25 percent and 34 percent respectively. The freight

shares of road, rail and inland water transport were 59 percent, 13 percent and 28 percent

respectively in same year. It is observed that road transport gradually captured the modal

share of railway; while the share of inland water transport varied between 23 to 34

percent in the passenger sector and between 20 to 38 in the freight sector.

BTSS (1994) discussed about econOmICimportance of waterway transport system,

government's policy, modal share, classified network of inland waterway, waterway

safety situation, maintenance and development of infrastructure, institutional constraints

and action plans. It also described the importance and safety issues of informal sector of

inland waterway transport system. Das and Islam (1987) discussed about waterway

transport system, different factors for cost variations and formulated a computer model

for cost variations on decision-making. BIWTA (2003) described problems and prospects

of waterway transport system in the country, modal share, development allocation for

different modes and safety issues. Bari (2005) described the IWT network condition

during the last 35 years and causes of shrinkage, role of public sector in IWT, budget

allocations in the Five Year Plan. He made a detailed comparison of roadway and

waterway transportation and concluded that the nation is spending three times more in its

transportation process due to its roadway based transport system

2.3 Waterway Safety Related Studies

There are a few previous studies in the field of waterway accident in Bangladesh.

Department of Shipping collects accident information only. BTSS (1994) discussed about

waterway accident classification. The study focused on identification of broad types of

waterway accidents and suggested several remedial measures commensurate with the

classification. BIWTA (2003) stated the constraints of waterway accident investigation

system. The report also identifies the causes of waterway accidents and presents a list of

7



remedies as the comments of experts and it was not on the basis of any research work.

BIWTA (1996) highlighted the safety and stability parameters of the passenger vessels

plying within the inland waterways of Bangladesh. Through the study technical

characteristics of various types of vessels were analysed by the consultant of BIWTA

named Maritime Centre. It includes information about year of built, different dimensions,

passenger capacity, number of engine, engine type of each registered passenger vessel.

Detailed discussion and evaluation of the data were absent. Since then the no further

attempt has been taken to devise methodologies to improve technical specification of the

vessels. Islam (1997) investigated the stability of passenger vessel to explore the safe and

economic vessel. The paper concluded that the problem of passenger vessel safety is not

purely a technical one but rather socio-economic in nature. Zahanyar and Haque (1989)

discussed about the causes of waterway accidents and made recommendations for the

prevention of accidents. But they did not use any analytical framework for cause

assessment or for making recommendations. There was no explanation of the accident
recording system in that study.

2.4 Factors Involved in Waterway Accidents in Bangladesh

Accident can not be caused by a single factor. Rather, it is the complex interaction of

mechanical failure, human errors and natural causes. The factors involving waterway

accidents can be summarized as follows (Islam, 1997 and BIWTA, 2003):

2.4.1 Vessel Design Factors

All the causes of capsizing of vessel can be attributed to loss of stability and physical

failure. These can be minimized by proper design and its implementation. Although the

design of a ship is to be done by registered naval architects, but none of the private dock

yards do so. The designs are done by draftsman and signed by a naval architect, then it is

put forward for the approval of BIWTA Without any thorough check up the designs are

approved. It is more shocking that model testing is not done at all. Most private

dockyards don't have any mechanical/electrical engineer as well as no trained worker.

The workers and employees don't have good idea of stability and strength calculation.

8



Fitness of engine, presence of searchlight and physical strength of the vessels are the

important factors regarding safety of waterway vessels. Although there exist regulations

related to certification and investigation of the vessels in operation, the process is
practically non-existent

2.4.2 Operating Environment

Environmental conditions mainly involve visibility and weather condition such as mist,

fog, smoke or cyclone that make the movement of the vessels unsafe. Bad weather affects

severely in the context of waterway transport system. But accurate weather forecasting

can help a vessel to move to safe place before emergency. Adequate lighting of

waterways has long been acknowledged as a necessity to provide safety situation.
Collision types of accident occur frequently at night time.

2.4.3 Human Factors

Negligence of the master also causes accident. The serangs, sukhanis are usually

uneducated having lack of basic training. They gather knowledge through experience.

Many times master of the vessel allows the helper to drive, which may lead to dangerous

situation. On the other hand competitive over-speeding and overloading have been
identified as the cause of accidents in many cases.

The vessel owner wants to build a vessel at low cost. Usually lower quality materials and

machineries are used in shipbuilding. The rules enforced by BIWTA are not usually

followed. Some owners change the design of a ship to accommodate more passenger and

cargo. Sometimes they take more load than the capacity of the vessel.

It is the responsibility of BIWTA to check the design of a ship, supervise the construction

work, and maintain a good route condition. It is observed that many a times it has failed

to perform the task. The designs are not properly checked investigated. They help to get

passed a faulty design. During construction work, a ship is supposed to be visited by

inspectors. But due to lack of proper inspection a poor quality of ship is built and gets
plying permit.
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In the recent years after investigation of accidents and damages of some vessels it has

been found that they did not have required number of Lifebuoys, no bucket to protect fire,

even in some vessels there were no fire extinguishers. The navigational instruments are

out of order. In some cases necessary equipments are absent.

2.4.4 Enforcement and Educational Factors

The enforcement and education factors are important for waterway accidents. Violation of

administrative (e.g. tax, fitness, insurance policy etc.) and safety (e.g. over loading) rules

and regulation are often lead to accident. Proper enforcement of laws and regulations and

proper education through community programs and mass media campaigns can increase

safety awareness and thus reduce the rate of accident occurrence.

2.5 Common Causes of Accidents

With the increase of traffic volume, waterway safety situation is worsening gradually in

Bangladesh. Several causes have been identified for the occurrence of accidents after

consulting different papers and reports on the relevant topic.

eCyclone and stormy weather

eLoss of stability due to high bottom, sudden lateral displacement of passengers,

overloading, and other conditions prevailing in the country

eLack of vessel safety regulations

e Poor navigational aids

ePlying without master

eExcessive current

eOverloading

eFaulty design and construction of the vessels

eLack of vessels fitness

eLack of proper weather forecasting

eExcessive current and whirlpool

eFoggy weather condition

ePhysical failure of the vessels

eMechanical failure of the vessels

eIncompetence of the captain

10



eAbsence of route marking

eAbsence of buoy and beacon light

eTrends to carry goods in the passenger vessels

ePassenger's rush to load and unload

2.6 Waterway Accident Database

For planning, design and performance monitoring, the importance of input information

can not be overemphasized. Unfortunately relevant authorities in the country do not have

any comprehensive information in this regard. Agencies like BIWTA and BIWTC do not

have any reliable data regarding the volume of traffic and composition of vessels.

Concerning waterway accident, BIWTA maintains a register of the occurrence of the

incident. A thorough examination of the register reveals that the accident records included

in the book are incomplete which can not be used for analysis and design purpose. As

shown in Table 2.1, summarized from the register, during the last 25 years in about 285

accidents nearly 3000 people were killed. But, a rough estimate reveals that even in the
10years the death toll exceeded the figure mentioned above.

2.7 Conclusion

Waterway is an integral part of the transportation system of Bangladesh. Particularly in

the rural and coastal areas, it renders the only mode of transportation. Despite playing

such an important role, it is grossly neglected by the decision makers and engineers as

well. It is also observed that there does not exist any database of accident in the

waterways of the country. The following section describes development of an information
system and analytical framework in this regard.
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CHAPTER THREE

STUDY DESIGN AND ACCIDENT DATA COLLECTION

3.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines the waterway transport system in Bangladesh, theoretical and

analytical aspects of the study, study design as well as methodology. This chapter also

includes components of accident information system, accident investigation approach and
data collection framework of the study.

3.2 Waterway Transportation System in Bangladesh

Bangladesh is a deltaic low lying nat plain formed at the connuence of the three major

river systems, namely, the Brahmaputra, the Ganges and the Meghna. The country is

covered by 24000 km of rivers, canals and haors. According to BIWTA (1995) about two

thirds of the total land is vulnerable to flooding. Costs of development of railway and

roadway transport systems are comparatively much higher in the country. On the

contrary, inland water transport has been considered as a natural and cheap means of
transport in Bangladesh

3.2.1 Distribution of Rivers and Canals

The combined system of Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna River in their last stretches

has formed Bangladesh as the largest delta on earth. There are 230 rivers in the country.

The main river system of the country has been shown in the Figure 3.1. The Ganges rises

from the Himalayas enters into Bangladesh near Rajshahi as the Padma. It joins the

Brahmaputra at Goalonda and the combined flows travel further south-east by the name

of the Padma till it joins the Meghna at Chandpur. Together with the Padma, between the

boundary with India and the Meghna estuary, there are three major right bank

distributaries, each in its tum once was the main outlet channel of Ganges. These west to

east distributaries are the Mathabhanga, the Gorai-Modhumoti and the Arial Khan. The

Brahmaputra is one of the world's most turbulent and dynamic rivers. It originates from

the Himalayas and enters Bangladesh as the Jamuna. The main left bank distributaries of
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distributaries of the Jamuna are Buriganga and Dhaleswari. Just before the Dhaleswari

joins the Meghna, it receives the main drainage of Modhupur tract of old alluvium via

Shitalakhya.

MAIN RIVERS OF BANGLADESH
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Figure 3,1: Main River System of Bangladesh
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The Meghna river originates by the name of Borak from the southern slopes of the Naga-

Monipur watershed in the Assam State of India. The Borak river divides into two

branches within the Cacher district of Assam. The northern branch by the name Surma

flows downstream by the side of Sylhet and Sunamganj and meet Kushiara river at

Madna and Kalni river at Ajmiriganj and flows down stream by the name of Meghna. On

the way it receives the flows of Someswari, Old Brahmaputra, and Dhaleswari-Kaliganga

rivers from the right bank and Gumti river from the left bank. At Chand pur it joins the

Padma river and discharges to the Bay of Bengal by the name of the Meghna.

3.2.2 Development ofWatelWay Transportation System in Bangladesh

The use of waterways by mechanized vessels in Bangladesh began more than 150 years

ago. Lord William Bentinck was the name of the first inland steamer vessel that propelled

in the river Ganges in 1834. The steamer was owned by the Government. The India

General Navigation and Railway Company Ltd. (IGNR), the first Inland steamer

company in India, was floated on February 6, 1844. During the latter part of the

nineteenth century (1880-1899) as many as 898 vessels used to ply on the route from

Calcutta to Khulna through the Sundarbans every year. In the first quarter of the twentieth

century the number rose to 4803.

During the Pakistan period eight principal operators organised inland water transport

operation. Those were (I) River Service Network (R.S.N) (II) I.G.N.R Company Ltd.

(III) Pak-Bay Company (IV) Bengal River Service (RR.S) Company Ltd. (V) Pak

Flotilla. (VI) Chalna Lighterage. (VII) Sinclair Murray and (VIII) East Bengal Railway

Flotilla. Both R.S.N. and I.G.N.R were British Companies with registered offices in

London. Those two companies carried as much as 70% of cargo and passenger traffic.

RR.S. was an Indian company with registered office in Calcutta.

During the British period the river conservancy work was carried out generally by the two

big companies R.S.N. and I.G.N.R. As such improvement and development of inland

water transport sector were conditioned by profit motives of the companies. The

development of inland ports and terminal facilities and ancillary services for a smooth

and safe navigation were adjuncts to the commercial requirements of the individual
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operators. There were no provIsion for governmental control and maintenance of

waterways. The river conservancy work was carried out at the district level by the

companies. Each district was headed by a Pilot Superintendent comprising a large

establishment of pilots and surveyors grouped together and placed along the navigational

routes. Each group used to cover a specified length of the waterways. They used to

inspect the channels regularly using country boats and measured depth with bamboos and

other materials and demarcated the deepest part or the shallow area with bamboo sticks.

Whenever a vessel arrived in a particular pilot station a Pilot went on board and guided

the master of the vessel for negotiating the river.

During the early part of the twentieth century only little infrastructural development was

implemented on the waterways for navigational purpose except development of the

Madaripur Beel route. The first dredger was acquired in 1907 for the improvement of

navigation which was named "Foyer". Utilising this dredger the Madhumati river, the

Madaripur Beel route, the lower Kumar and Gopalganj loop were excavated. The second

dredger called "Alexandra" was purchased afterwards. Thus dredging was introduced in

the river conservancy work. But still many problems were unattended which include

development of inland ports and navigational guides. During British period the Gabkhan

Khal an existing narrow creek between the mighty tidal rivers was excavated and

moderately widened.

The Bengal Legislature passed the Inland Waterways Bill in 1934. This would have set

up a Waterways Board. Unfortunately the act was never put into operation. Since the

creation of Pakistan however several proposals were made by the various experts and

agencies for the creation of a competent statutory organization for the management,

operation and development of inland water transport sector. The experts, agencies and

committees which proposed creation of such an organization were: (i) United States Steel

Survey Mission of 1948 (ii) UN Inland Water Transport Study Group-1951 (iii) UN

Report by J.G. Surie on IWT ofIndia and Pakistan-1953 (iv) IWT Conferences on East

Pakistan-1952 and 1956 (v) Ad-hoc Committee on IWT appointed by the Central Govt.-

1955 (vi) UN Report by 1.1. Krugg on Water Resources of East Pakistan-1955-56 (vii)

World Bank Survey Mission-1957 (viii) ICA Survey Mission-1957 (ix) First five year

plan by the Planning Commission-I 957 (x) IWT enquiry committee (Sobhan Committee)
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set up by the Central Govt.-1958. Though many proposals were made from time to time

for the creation of a statutory organization to look after the IWT, no effective steps were

taken until October 1958.

To set up an authority for development, maintenance and control of inland water

transport, the then East Pakistan Government promulgated an ordinance called the East

Pakistan Inland Water Transport Authority Ordinance, 1958 on 31st October, 1958 (E. P.

Ordinance. No LXXV of 1958). On November 4, 1958 the Government constituted East

Pakistan Inland Water Transport Authority (EPIWTA). Bangladesh Inland Water

Transport Authority (BIWTA) is the successor of the erstwhile EPIWTA.

3.2.3 Role ofBIWTA

As per Section 15 of the Ordinance entitled the East Pakistan Inland Water Transport

Authority Ordinance, 1958, with subsequent amendment vide Notification No. 920-Pub

of November 19, 1977 (Ordinance No. IV of 1977), the Authority performs some

statutory functions which can be classified under two broad heads viz (a) development

and maintenance functions and (b) regulatory functions.

The development and maintenance functions of the authority include:

(i) To carry out river conservancy works including river training works for navigational

purposes and for provision of aids to navigation including marks, buoys, lights and

semaphore signals.

(ii) To disseminate navigational and meteorological information including publishing

river charts;

(iii) To maintain pilotage and hydrographic survey services;

(iv) To draw up programmes of dredging requirements and priorities for efficient

maintenance of existing navigable waterways and for resuscitation of dead or dying

rivers, channels, or canals, including development of new channels and canals for

navigation;

(v) To develop, maintain and operate inland river ports, landing/ferry ghats and terminal

facilities in such ports or ghats;

(vi) To carry out removal of wrecks and obstruction in inland navigable waterways;
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(vii) To conduct traffic surveys to establish passenger and cargo requirements on the main

rivers, feeders and creek routes;

(viii) To develop the most economical facilities for passenger traffic to ensure comfort,

safety and speed on mechanised craft;

(ix) To develop rural water transport by progressing of schemes for modernising and

mechanising country craft;

(x) To ensure co-ordination ofInland Water Transport with other forms of transport, with

major sea ports, and with trade and agricultural interests for the optimum utilisation of the

available transport capacity;

(xi) To conduct research in matters relating to Inland Water Transport Including

development of

(a) craft design,

(b) technique of towage,

(c) landing and terminal facilities,

(d) port installations;

(xii) To arrange programs of technical training for Inland Water Transport personnel

within and outside Bangladesh;

(xiii) To maintain liaison with the shipyard and ship repair industry to meet the

requirements of the Inland Water Transport fleet repairs and new constructions;

(xiv) To maintain liaison with the Government and facilitate import of repair materials for

the Inland Water Transport Industry;

(xv) To prepare plans or schemes for carrying out any of the above mentioned functions;

The regulatory functions of the authority include:

(i) To fix maximum and minimum fares and freight rates for Inland Water Transport on

behalf 0f the Go vt, and

(ii) To approve time tables for passenger launch services.

3.2.4 Role of Department of Shipping

Department of Shipping (DOS) is a directorate under the Ministry of Shipping of the

Government of Bangladesh. As mentioned earlier, Department of Shipping is mainly

concerned with overseas shipping. The function of this department with inland shipping is

mainly looked after by the Inspectorate ofInland Shipping headed by the ChiefInspector.
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3.2.5 Classification of Inland Waterway

Traffic and Economic importance

i) Class-I

ii) Class-II

iii) Class-III

iv) Class-IV

WATERWAYS

k_--
1

With an objective of disseminating in navigational and meteorological information for the

purpose of taking adequate safety precautions against weather conditions, the inland

waterways of Bangladesh have been broadly categorised into two groups on the following
basis:

The functions of DOS include carrymg out annual survey of vessels under Inland

Shipping Ordinance (ISO) and register the vessel with the Registrar of Inland Ships. This

department also carries out investigations of marine accidents and identifies the person(s)

responsible for that accident. The surveyors of this department examine the construction
of the vessels and also check the stability.

Department of Shipping is also responsible for the inland, and maritime safety, regulatory

framework and examination of the floating staff In some areas related to inland water

transport especially in the safety sector, the mandate of Department of Shipping appears

to overlap with that of BIWTA, which is presently responsible for passenger tariff

regulation, route permits, design approval of the inland vessels and training of the deck
personnel.

(a) Roughness of water surface under the influence of weather, and

(b) Traffic and economic importance.

Under the two broad categories mentioned above the waterways have been further sub-

divided/classified which is illustrated through the following diagram:

Roughness of water

i) Perennially Smooth

ii) Perennially Rough

iii) Seasonally Rough (or Smooth)



B1WTA(l995) classified the inland waterways, depending on the roughness of water

surface under influences of weather as (i) Perennially Smooth (PS). (ii) Perennially

Rough (PR) and (iii) Seasonally Rough or Smooth (SR or SS) waters. The routes

which remain smooth all the year round are called Perennially smooth (PS) and which

normally remain rough all the year round are Perennially Rough (PR). The routes

which become rough during the period from 15th March to 15th October and remain

smooth during remaining period of the year are either called Seasonally Rough (SR) or

Seasonally Smooth (SS).

According to the traffic and economic importance the inland waterways have been

classified into four classes of routes, namely, (i) Class I (ii) Class II (iii) Class III & (iv)

Class IV. Routes which practically pass through a number of rivers of different depths

and widths are named after the connected places of the traffic generation. Since almost all

routes are wider than requirement of the vessel, the navigational quality mainly depends

on least available depth (LAD). The navigational quality of a route is expressed in terms

of the loaded draft of a vessel which a route can sustain during the winter (dry) season

usually between November and ApriVMay.The passenger launches with a few exceptions

have limited draft and as such the draft requirements are hardly determined by the

passenger launches. The mechanized cargo vessels utilized for the large volume and long

distance transportation are the determining factors in classifying the waterways. As such

the loaded draft characteristics of the mechanized cargo vessels determine the LAD

requirement and is the main criteria of the classification of the routes.

Class-! Route: Routes comprising the perennial waterways where the LAD of 12-13 feet

is to be maintained all the year round normally fall under this category. However certain

routes having LAD of less than 12 feet can be placed under this category due to their

considerable economic and traffic importance. Class-I routes are the main arteries of the

traffic flow and are the major concern of the B1WTA as far as conservancy and

maintenance works are concerned. To provide guarantee for the specified navigability

within reasonable limits throughout the year, B1WTA provides aids to navigation, marks

the channels by buoys and beacons, publishes river notices and carryout dredging and

bandalling along the required stretches of the channel.
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Class-II Route: The perennial routes with minimum draft of 6 feet but below 12 feet are

grouped under this class. Although necessary aids to navigation, such as marking of

channels by buoys and beacons and notification of depths are provided, no guarantee is

given for the availability of the specified depth throughout the year. Dredging may be

required to maintain the required draft at different spots along the course of the routes.

However, dredging is carried out occasionally.

Class-III Route: The routes with minimum draft of 3 feet but below 6 feet are grouped

under this class. Transit routes or feeder routes connected with Class-lor Class-II routes

fall under this category. These routes are traffic links of regional importance and

navigability may be expected during the greater part of the year. BIWTA provides simple

channel markings as required.

Class-IV Route: The routes with draught of less than 3 ft are under this class. Class-IV

routes (feeders) basically are seasonal routes, where it is not feasible to maintain a LAD

of 3 ft in the dry season.

The list of Classified IWT routes is given in Appendix -CO

3.2.6 System Overview

Prior to inception of BIWTA in 1958, the inland water transport sector was ignored and

activities in the public sector for development and maintenance of the waterways were

virtually non-existent. Big private companies used to operate their vessels by putting

some primitive type of aids to navigation to serve only their own requirements. However,

BIWTA began taking care of this sector since 1959-60 and is responsible for the

development of the infrastructure of inland water transport in the country. It is involved in

development of terminal and landing facilities, gradual improvement and maintenance of

the channels and modernizations of navigational facilities. BIWTA (2003) provided the

inventory of system of inland water transport in the country as described below:
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Two types of passenger vessels ply in the inland waterway. One is sunken deck (single

deck) passenger vessels, identified as motor launch (ML), which consist mostly of

wooden hulls. Another is double deck passenger vessels, identified as motor vessels

(MV), consisting mostly of steel hulls. The length and passenger capacity for ML type of

vessels are 10-24 m and 25-150 persons respectively and the same for MV type of vessels

are 25-60 m and 100-1200 persons respectively. BIWTA carries out salvage operations

with the help of two salvage units each comprises of a salvage crane mounted on non-

propelled barge and steel hull twin engine tug. The salvage crane HAMZA and the

accompanying tug AGRADOOT were acquired from West Germany in 1964 while the

other salvage crane RUSTOM and the tug AGRAPATHIK were acquired from Belgium
in 1983.

(i) Navigable Waterways

(ii) No. of/nland River ports

(iii) No. of Coastal Island Ports

(Developed by BIWTA).

(iv) No. of Ferry ghats

(v) No. of Landing Stations

(vi) No. of Lunchghats

(Developed by BIWTA).

(vii) No. of Passenger vessels Routes

(viii) No. of Time tables issued

(ix) No. of Registered Mechanised Vessels

(x) No. of Registered Non-Mechanised Vessel

(xi) No. of passenger operators

5968k.m(Wet Season)

3600k.m.(Dry Season)
II

23

7

1330

304

230

739

4372

783

536

3.2.7 Inland Ports, Landing Stations and Rontes

Bangladesh has an excellent network of inland waterways. As a result these waterways

have become the primary mode of communication. From earlier times, passenger and

cargo movement by means of human-powered wooden country boats became the means

of transport for the people, particularly in the rural areas. These are now gradually being

improved by introduction of powered crafts of various sizes and drafts.
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Considering the importance of the waterways in the economIc life and development

activities of the country, BIWTA has developed a number of infrastructural facilities in

form of Inland ports, Ferry ghats, Wayside landing stations, Offshore terminals etc, for

ensuring easy and safe movement of passengers and cargo vessels.

In order to cater for the comfort and safety of the passengers travelling by waterways and

to ensure swift, safe and unhindered tum-round of vessels, modem landing facilities were

first created at five places, viz Dhaka, Narayanganj, Chandpur, Barisal and Khulna. Later

such facilities were extended to Patuakhali. Aricha, Nagarbari, Baghabari, Daulatdia and

Narsingdi. Generally the first five are called Major Inland River Ports and the other four

as Secondary Inland River Ports. Total number of launch ghats in the country is 225, a list

of which is provided in Appendix-B.

3.2.8 Weather Forecasting and Navigational Warning System

For the purpose of taking adequate safety precautions against weather conditions BIWTA

displays Weather Signals at all the Inland River Ports and at important Pilot Stations as

per weather reports received from the Meteorological Department. According to the storm

warning signal code approved by the Director of Meteorological Services for Inland River

Port there are four types of inland weather warning signals. Warning Signal NO.1

indicates that an area may be threatened by squally wind. With Warning Signal NO.2

movement of crafts up to about 19.81 meters (65ft) should be stopped while crafts of

longer size should ply with caution. Warning Signal NO.3 indicates Danger while No.4

Great Danger. According to BIWTA (I 995) the Storm Warning Signal Codes for Inland

River Ports in Bangladesh are described in Table 2.4. With the announcement of these

signals all crafts should remain in shelter and the floating installations in well secure

positions. During the period of these danger signals BIWTA maintains hourly wireless

communications with all its shore stations and vessels for coll ecting local reports,

ensuring proper measures to meet any eventuality and co-ordination with others in case of
emergencIes.
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Table 3.1: Strom Warning Signal Codes for Inland River Ports of Bangladesh

Warning
Signal

Shape and Specification of the Signals
displayed during

Meaning

NO.1
Day

A black diamond
shape of 1.22 m
major axis and 0.76
m minor axis

Night
Two lamps white
over red at a
distance of 1.83 m

Cautionary Signal. Your area
is threatened by squally wind.
Look out for further
developments.

No.2 A black sphere of One red lamp.
0.91 m diameter.

Warning signal. A storm (of
depression intensity,
associated with wind not more
then 38 m.p.h.) or Norwestem
squall is likely to strike you.
Vessels of 19.81 m) and under
In length to seek shelter
immediately.

NO.3

No.4

A black cone of
1.22 m with a base
of 4It diameter
suspended with its
apex upward.
A black cylinder of
1.22 m high and
0.61 m in diameter.

Two red lamps
suspended one
below the other at a
distance of 1.83 m.

Three red lamps
suspended one
below the other at
1.83 m distance.

A storm will soon strike you.
All vessels to seek shelter
immediately.

Great danger Signal. A violent
storm will soon strike you. All
vessels continue taking
shelter.

\
\

I

\

\

{
I

3.3 GIS Based Accident Information System

3.3.1 Accident Record System

The usefulness of an accurate and comprehensive system of collection and recording

accident data cannot be overemphasized. Such data serve to identify the basic causes of

accidents and to suggest means for overcoming the deficiencies that lead to such

accidents. In the case of waterway accidents the data have a number of engineering,

administrative, enforcement and educational usage which can be summarized as follows:

• In the safe and efficient operation of waterway transport system.

• In planning safety measures.

• In planning vessel inspection measures.
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• [n directing enforcement measures.

• [n determining accident costs.

• [n identifying the need to amend legislative measures.

• [n planning and organizing safety educational programmes.

[slam(l997) classified the available waterway accident data into three categories. The first

category is the official one maintained by the Department of Shipping in the form of preliminary

information report, official investigation report andlor court proceedings and judgments.

This category consists of cases where accident causes have been officially identified by

the investigating officers and lor by the court. This category almost always involves

passenger vessels having accidents, which result in loss of lives and property. Accident

causes that might be quite serious but without any loss of life are hardly ever investigated.

The second category consists of the accident causes reported in the popular press. The

number of such cases is much greater than the official record. Among those reported in

the press, only those which are considered major and involve losses of life, are officially

investigated and records are maintained. A large number goes unnoticed and therefore

without investigation. Even in most cases where deaths are involved, the number

acclaimed by the reporters far exceeds the officially recognised number of casualties. A

large number of accident cases reported in the popular press are beyond the preview of

the [SO (Inland Shipping Ordinance) such as those involving engine boats (mechanized

country boats) and sea going fishing boats.

The third category consists of those accidents, which are not reported at all. There are

reasons to believe that a large number of such accidents take place, but are kept out of the

knowledge of the DOS or of the press because they take place in very far and remote

areas or have been settled mutually by the parties and where loss of life involving

relatives have been unofficially compensated by the owner to avoid court cases.

Ogden (1996) described information requirements of a roadway accident data which
include-

• where the accident occurred

• when the accident occurred

• who was involved

• what was the result of the accident
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• what was the environment of the accident

• how did the accident occurred

Like roadway accidents, waterway accident data should convey the above information for

analysis. For the purpose of the study a data collection form following the above

description has been prepared, which is provided in Appendix -A.

3.3.2 Accident Investigation Approach

As stated in the earlier sections, any established waterway accident investigation

framework has not been developed yet. In this regard several roadway accident

investigation approaches were studied.

Hoque (2003) categorised traffic accident research methods under three major headings:

theoretical, empirical, and simulation. However, by far the largest amount of accident

research has been attributed to the second category of approach i.e. empirical analysis of

accidents. Such empirical research generally involves the use of sets of data obtained in

the form of observations or counts. The specific approach, however, depends on the type

of analysis and the study objectives. In general, two broad divisions exist in an accident

analysis, namely: (I) detailed technical investigations of accident events, and (2) general

surveys of system wide accident patterns (Hoque 1987).

An example of accident studies in the general category IS the analysis of trend

information. Trend analysis is generally oriented towards providing information on

accident data in a more or less non-technical form (e.g. describing accident numbers in

terms of per unit of population or registered vehicles).

An example of accident studies in the technical category is the analysis of accidents using

a collision diagram. A collision diagram is intimately concerned with a procedure to show

the nature and associated details of ail accidents that occurred at a location. The diagram

is schematic and devised to show accident events by means of arrows indicating the

direction of movements of vehicles and pedestrians. Preparation of site-specific collision

diagrams determines the patterns of accident types and gives clues to the reasons for

accidents, and thus directs towards appropriate remedial measures.
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Alam and Hoque (2003) stated any initiative regarding the control and prevention of
accidents involve three basic phases:

• Detection or 'Where do the safety problem exist?'

• Diagnosis or 'What causes the safety problem?' and

• Remedy or 'Which countermeasure(s) is effective to alleviate the problem?'

Conventional approaches tend to involve incorporation of all of these phases into a

unique 'Expert System' with the ardent objective to provide implementing agencies with
efficient and reliable tools.

According to Ogden (I996) accident investigation can be carried out at three levels. The

first level, which is the routine level of accident investigation, involves the analysis of the

mass accident database, i.e. the database, which stores information, based primarily upon

routine police accident reports. By examining these data, problem locations on the road

network can be identified and the broad characteristics of the problems at any site, or
across a range of sites, can be established.

The second level of analysis involves the collection and analysis of supplementary data,

i.e. data which are not routinely collected by the police. The supplementary data may be

aimed at getting a better understanding of particular accident problems, including those

related to a particular type of accident (e.g. run-ofT-road accidents), a particular type of

road user (e.g. pedestrians) or a particular type of vehicle (e.g. heavy vehicles).

The third level involves an in-depth multi-disciplinary investigation, requIrIng the

analysis_of in-depth data collected at the scene of the accident and subsequently by multi-

disciplinary teams. The aim is to develop an understanding of the factors and mechanisms

involved in the pre-crash, in crash and post-crash situations. The team may comprise

specialists from a range of disciplines including medicine, human factors, vehicle
engineering, road or traffic engineering, police etc.

Andreassend (I982) has developed an accident research methodology called "accident

type/location" technique. Ths technique uses accident type classifications similar to the

concept of collision diagram and combines with accident location descriptions,

intersections and links. The application of this technique in accident studies has been
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useful in determining the particular nature of an accident problem, and assisted in the

evaluation of accident countermeasures. Figure 3.2 is a schematic representation of the

basic tasks needed in resolving the accident problem for a particular area.

Hoque (1987) incorporated socio-economic factors for more comprehensive analysis of

accidents. The basic premise underlying the framework is that the determination of a

particular accident problem involves a number of important steps. Collection of relevant

data is seen as the first operational step in the analysis process. Together with accident

data, it is vital to define and use two fundamental variables: accident types and road

classes. The next step that will be generated in the process is the identification of accident

locations with respect to accident types and road classes. These accident locations, in

tum, can be further classified according to municipal zones or local government areas

(LGA) if required.

As shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, the next important step in analysing accidents is the

subdivision of this accident location into intersections and links. Having this sub-division

enables further detailed analysis to be carried out to obtain more insights into the

problem. These enable the analysts to determine the distributions of accident types,

distributions of accidents by road class and/or distributions of accidents by temporal,

diurnal and social characteristics.
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Figure3.2: Technique to Resolve Accident Problems

Examine rher factors

Determine clusters by other factors
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Site treatments

To use the information thus obtained in developing accident countermeasure programs, it

is necessary to first determine the relativity of problems and hence to develop a ranking

of accident types and locations in the priority program. Once priority is established, it is

necessary to examine whether certain accident types or groups exhibit 'clustering' or 'non-

clustering' on the network. Specifically, accident clusters (described in the preceding

section) should be examined by location, classified according to road classes. By

reviewing and understanding the results obtained through analysis performed at each step



as described, an analyst is in a position to determine the specific nature of the accident

problem, and hence to develop appropriate measures to minimise it.

Determine
Problem

Population!
Employment
Characteristics

Use of
supplementary
information

Road
Class

Determine
Problem

Accident
Types

+

Accidents by
Road class

Travel
Characteristics

.Local Government Area

Figure 3.3: Steps Involved in Determining Accident Problems
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3.4 Study Design

As there exists only few previous studies in the field of waterway accident in Bangladesh,

the framework was developed following the methodological approach of roadway

accident analysis as described earlier. Hoque (1987) and Andressend (1982) provided the

analytical structure for the research. In this study the basic steps will be compatible with

the steps revealed in those papers. The study can be divided into following stages as
described below.

i) Development of waterway accident data collection framework.

ii) Development of GIS database on the basis of accident data of last 10 years
using GIS MapInfo software.

iii) Detail study of accident characteristics to establish the relationship

between accidents and location, time, weather condition and other
associated variables.

iv) Identification of hazardous locations for waterway accidents.

3.5 Data Collection

The study was initiated in April 2003. Since then major time has been spent for collecting

waterway accident data in the actual format for analysis. It was difficult to collect

accident data from government organization like BIWTA or DOS as their documents are

treated as confidential. As a result, detailed accident data were not found from DOS,

which is the organisation responsible for the collection of waterway accidents. Joint

Director (Marine) of BIWTA summarized some accidents information which were

involved by the salvage vessels "Rustom" and "Hamza" and provided for this study.

Other accidents data were collected from newspapers. It was an arduous task to capture

accidents information from newspaper. Also the availability of newspapers was another

problem. All the newspapers of last ten years were not found in a library. Bangia

Academy Library, Public Library and National Archives Library were used for accident

data collection. A data collection form was designed by the author, which has been shown

in the Appendix-A. The form includes time, location, weather condition, visibility

condition, causes, damages, and casualties of any accidents. In the case of location only

descriptive addresses were found and geographical locations were determined by using

GIS. Weather condition, visibility condition and causes were determined by applying
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judgement to the information found from the newspapers. Age information of the victims

was found from newspapers of consecutive two or three days after accident occurrence.

These information are totally based on the reporter's idea. Year wise accidents and

deaths summarized in the DOS (2003) has been compared with data collected by the
author in the Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Comparison of Accident Data with Government Agency.
Year Data From DOS (2003) Data Collectcd by the Author

No. of Accidents No. of Death No. of Accidents No. of Death
1994 27 303 16 433
1995 19 40 20 203
1996 20 147 9 124
1997 11 102 6 134
1998 10 91 7 72
1999 6 104 10 178
2000 9 353 13 367
2001 17 33 4 73
2002 17 297 6 472
2003 20 660 13 1061
Total 156 2130 104 3117

Comparison shown in the Table 3.2 between data collected by BrWTA and information

gathered from secondary sources reveals widespread underreporting in the case of
casualty.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter describes the inventory of waterway transportation system in Bangladesh. It

also illustrates different components associated with waterway traffic management and

accident information. Due to the unavailability of waterway accident related information

from the repository of relevant authorities, a large volume of data were collected from

secondary sources like newspaper. On the basis of collected accident information,

described in the chapter, an information system can be developed which is presented in
the following chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR

WATERWAYACCIDENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

It has long been recognized that the most effective means towards any accident reduction

scheme lies in a systematic and scientific analytical approach based on the use of accurate

and reliable accident information. But there exists no organized effort to collect and store

waterway accident data and both the quality and quantity of data for the analysis is

unsatisfactory in the country. Most of the waterway accident information available in the

country is usually incomplete and therefore cannot be utilized for analytical purpose. This

chapter presents the Waterway Accident Information System (WAIS) development using
GIS.

4.2 Information System Overview

Information System is a broader concept than a database. Database and user-friendly

input and output system provide the basic structure of an information system. Information

system ensures availability of data in an organized and structured manner which also

include tools for data analysis. In absence of any information system there exists an

information gap with regards to the facts among concerned agencies. The creation of such

a system can greatly improve delivery and presentation of information among
government agencies, researchers and private sectors as well.

The spatial data storage, display, query and analysis capabilities of a geographical

information system (GIS) make it an ideal tool for the development of information system

for waterway accidents. GIS technology can be viewed as an offshoot from two major

software technologies i.e., database management system (DBMS) and computer aided

design (CAD), with the addition of specialized functions for managing and analyzing

spatial data i.e., data that can be referenced to a geographical location. Within GIS,

various queries can be performed. Parameters for refining a search could be added before
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querying or reporting from the database through a GIS SQL capability. GIS can then
easily create tables or maps displaying query results.

The information system includes the location of the accidents, with other associated

attributes, for the last ten years. It is a useful tool for concern agencies in the campaign to

make waterways safer. A database query tool provides a method for storing and analyzing

information about accidents. A primary objective is to make use of GIS technology to

manage the accident data retrieval and analysis system. GIS can be effectively used to

identify accident black spots or hazardous locations on the waterways. The capability of

GIS to correlate attribute data with spatial data facilitates characterization of accident on

watenvay and the results can be displayed graphically which can be used for decision
making.

Maplnfo Professional, the industry's leading business mapping solution, lets one to

perform sophisticated and detailed data analysis to increase revenue, lower costs, boost

efficiency and improve service with location-based intelligence. Maplnfo Professional
aids to:

• Create highly detailed maps to enhance presentations and aid in decision making

• Reveal patterns and trends in your data that may otherwise be impossible to
observe

• Perform sophisticated and extensive data analysis

• Understand customer and marketplace demographics

• Manage geographically based assets, such as stores, people and property
• Plan logistics and prepare for emergency response

Maplnfo Map provides a variety of map display, viewing and editing capabilities, which
include the following:

-Opening multiple tables at once

-Controlling individual layer properties like display and labelling

-Creating and modifying thematic maps

-Manipulating the Map window view

-Finding information associated with a map layer

-Controlling map projection and units
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4.3 Development of Database

Waterway accident database has been developed in GIS environment. At first accident

data collected were summarized in M.S Excel sheet. Then the data were imported in GIS

environment. Accident locations were geo-coded by using latitude and longitude column.

Then different Mapinfo tables for different types of accidents were created on the basis of

query results. Global coordinate (latitude/longitude) of accidents for any new database

must be known. In this database these have been known by drawing the locations on a

registered map in GIS. This is a back computation for coordinates.

4.3.1 Accident Infonnation Entities

Data requirements for accident characterization were the prime focus to build a waterway

accident database. Most of the requirements of accident data prescribed by Ogden (I996)

as stated in the earlier chapter were considered to design the data collection format. Ml\ior

portion of data was secondary type as described by Islam (1997). Data collected for each

accident were date, time, location, weather condition, route of the journey, name of the

vessels involved, causes of the accident, damages, tota! number of death, total number of

injury, sources of data etc. Data from the form were processed in M.S Excel worksheet,

which has been included in the Appendix E. The view of the main data sheet is shown in
the Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Main Excel Data Sheet

4.3.2 Attributes of Accident Information in Mapinfo

Global co-ordinate of the each accident location has been known from GIS Mapinfo

environment by drawing them from the locational information as reported in the sources.

This can be known exactly by using Global Positioning System (GPS) for any new

location. Longitude and latitude value of each location has been put into main excel data

sheet. Spatial distribution of all accidents has been produced by following steps described

below.

• Raster image of the project area is produced by scanning the hard copy map and save it

as JPEG format.

• Raster image of the project area is registered in the Mapinfo environment by five known

(latitude and longitude) control points. The registration process has been presented in the

Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Image Registration

e Excel data sheet with longitude and latitude of each accident location is opened in the

Mapinfo environment and is saved as Mapinfo Table.

eMapinfo Table is made maptable and data fields are edited as

Serial No-Integer

Longitude-Float

Latitude-Float

Date-Character

Time-Character

Location-Character

Thana-Character

District-Character

Weather condition-Character

Route of the journey-Character

Accident involves-Character

Causes-Character

Damages-Character

Total_ Death-Integer

Total_1 njury-Integer

Source-Character

Cause _code-Integer

Visibil ity_cobndition-Character

Month_code-Integer

e Points are created by using latitude and longitude column of Mapinfo Table on Raster

image. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 presents the preparation of spatial distribution of
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accident location. Figure 4.5 presents the data storage table
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Figure 4.4: Points created by Mapinfo Table
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Figure 4.5: Data Sheet in Mapinfo

Queries were built for different types of accidents. Then the query tables are saved as

Mapinfo Tables. Different colours are set for different accident types. Location of

different types of accidents has been shown in Figure 4.6.
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4.3.3 Accident Database Up-gradation

There is a provision for up-gradation of database. Steps involving input new accident data
are as follows:

• Browse table by clicking New Browser option in the tool bar.
• Click New Row option from Edit Menu.

• Input new accident data in the new row including longitude and latitude of the location.

• Create Points as described in the earlier section.
• Save table.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter described the development of waterway accident database and an

information system enabling detail accident analysis The information system has been

developed in the framework of geographic information system using Maplnfo software. It

provides user-friendly interfaces for input and extraction of information. GIS framework

enables visualization and seamless upgradation capabilities.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DATAANALYSIS AND PROBLEM ASSESSMENT

5.1 Introduction

The study covers only reported waterway accidents in the daily newspapers or to the

BIWTA during the period from January 1994 to date. It was possible to collect

information of 114 accidents from these sources. This chapter presents the analysis of

accident data using GIS. The principal features analyzed include the distribution of

accidents by location, type, time, month, year, visibility condition, age groups, gender etc.

Hazardous zones for waterway accidents are also identified in this chapter.

5.2 Data Analysis

5.2.1 Accident Classification

A waterway accident cannot be attributed to a single cause but a combination of several

causes. Accidents can be classified according to the most significant causes regarded as

the main cause of each accident. In the study waterway accidents have been classified

into five broad categories. Total 114 numbers of accidents were classified in the Table
5.I and Figure 5.1.

Table 5.1: Classification of Accidents

Accident tvue Frequencv Pel'cent
Collision 32 28.1

Overloading 27 23.7
CYclone 35 30.7

Excessive current 10 8.8
Others 10 8.8
Total 114 1000
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Figure 5.1: Classification of Accidents

5.2.2 Distribution of Accidents by Weather Condition

Accidents occurred in different weather conditions. For the purpose of accident analysis,

weather conditions have been classified into following three categories:

• Fair (Clear sky and normal wind speed)

• Stormy (Cloudy sky and/or abnormal wind speed)

• Foggy (Poor visibility due to fog)

Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2 present the distribution of accident on the basis of weather

condition. As revealed in the table, about 58 percent accident occurs in fair weather

condition and 38 percent occur in stormy weather condition.

Table 5.2: Distribution of Accidents by Weather Condition

Weather condition FreQuen~ Percenta2e
Fair 66 57.9
Foggy 5 4.4
Stormy 43 37.7
Total 114 100.0
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of Accidents by Weather Condition

5.2.3 Distribution of Accidents by Visibility Condition

Visibility condition is the most important factor for waterway accidents. Accidents of

present study have been classified into two categories: bright time accidents and dark

time accidents. Such classification has been done as day and night time vary round the

year. Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3 show the distribution of accident by visibility condition.

From table it is found that 61 percent accident occurs at bright time and 39 percent

accident occurs at dark time.

Table 5.3: Distribution of Accident by Visibility Condition

Visibilitv condition Frenuencv Percent
Brio-ht 69 60.5
Dark 45 39.5
Total 114 100.0
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of Accident by Visibility Condition

5.2.4 Monthwise Distl"ibution of Accidents

The occurrences of different types of accident vary with season as weather condition

changes. At the beginning of summer in April-May sometimes there exists stormy

weather condition in the country. It causes sudden cyclone frequently. During monsoon in

July-August water level is raised in the river channel. Excessive current and whirlpool are

caused. During winter foggy weather is a common sight in the country. Accidents might

have occurred due these disturbances. Table 5.4 and Figure 5.4 show the distribution of

accidents by months of the year. From the table it is revealed that April to August (5

months) is the most critical period for waterway accidents. About 60 percent accidents
occur during this period in a year.
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Table 5.4: Monthwise Distribution of Accidents

Month Frequency Percent
January 8 7.0
Februarv 4 3.5
March 9 7.9
April 13 11.4
Mav 16 14.0
June 13 11.4
Julv 17 14.9

August 13 11.4
September 8 7.0
October 2 1.8

November 4 3.5
December 7 6.1
Total 114 100.0
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Figure 5.4: Monthwise Distribution of Accidents
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5.2.5 Hourly Distribution of Accidents

The temporal pattern of waterway accidents is shown in Table 5.5. On the basis of hourly

distribution the highest accident frequency found during 5 P.M to 6 P.M. Highest number

of accidents occur in the afternoon, the third quadrant of the day, during I2 P.M to 6 P.M.

Table 5.5: Hourly Distribution of Accidents
Time group Hour Number of Accidents Percent

I 00-0 I 0 7.9
(00AM-06 AM) 01-02 2

02-03 2
03-04 2
04-05 I
05-06 2

II 06-07 5 23.7
(6 AM-12 P.M) 07-08 4

08-09 2
09-10 5
10- I I 6
11-12 5

III 12-13 8 37.7
(12 P.M-6 P.M) 13-14 3

14-15 8
15-16 9
16-17 4
17-18 I I

IV 18-19 8 30.7
(6 P.M-OOAM) 19-20 7

20-21 5
21-22 2
22-23 8
23-24 5
Total 114 100

5.2.6 Accident Type-Visibility Condition Cross-tabulation

An analysis was made to establish the relation between accident type and visibility

condition. Table 5.6 and Figure 5.5 show the accident type-visibility condition cross-

tabulation. Collision types of accident occur mainly during dark time (62.5%). This might

have happened due to malfunctioning of searchlight, captains' incompetence in

manoeuvring, and captain's fatigue at late night etc. Other types of accident occur mainly

during bright time (more or less 70%). This may due to cyclone occurring beginning of
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summer at late afternoon and usually aggravated by overloading problem.

Table 5.6: Accident type-Visibility Condition Cross-tabulation

Visibility Condition

Accident tvoe Bri!!ht Dark Total
Collision 12 20 32

(37.5%) (62.5%) (100.0%)
Overloading 20 7 27

(74.1%) (25.9%) (100.0%)
Cyclone 23 12 35

(65.7%) (34.3%) (100.0%)
Excessive current 7 3 10

(70.0%) (30.0%) (100.0%)
Others 7 3 10

(70.0%) (30.0%) (100.0%)
Total 69 45 114

(60.5%) (39.5%) (100.0%)
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Figure 5.5: Accident type-Visibility Condition Cross-tabulation
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5.2.7 Accident Type- Weather Condition Cross-tabulation

Weather condition influences different types of accident. Table 5.7 and Figure 5.6

show that cyclone type of accidents occurs at stormy weather condition. Collision

and overloading types of accident mainly caused during fair weather condition.

Table 5.7: Accident Type-Weather Condition Cross-tabulation

Weather Condition
Accident type Fair Fo!!"" Stormy Total

Collision 27 5 32
Overloading 22 5 27
Cyclone 35 35

Excessive current 7 3 10
Others 10 10
Total 66 5 43 114
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Figure 5.6: Accident type Weather Condition Cross-tabulation
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5.2.8 Month-Accident Type Cross-tabulation

Collision, overloading and excessi ve current related accident occur in a similar

manner over the year. The frequency of cyclone type of accident is higher during

April to September which is revealed in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8: Month-Accident type Cross-tabulation

Month Collision Overloading Cyclone Excessive Others Total
current

Januarv 4 2 I I 8
Februarv 2 I I 4
March 2 3 4 9
April 5 7 I 13
Mav 2 2 12 16
June 2 4 2 4 I 13
July 4 5 4 3 I 17

August 3 7 I I I 13
September 3 I 3 I 8
October I I 2

November I I 2 4
December 4 I 2 7
Total 32 27 35 10 10 114

5.2.9 Age Distributions of Accident Victims

Out of 3285 victims died in 114 accidents, the age information is known only for 983

persons. Such data demonstrates the limitations of information availability about accident

victims. Their age distributions are shown in the Table 5.9 and Figure 5.7.

Table 5.9: Age Distributions of Accident Victims
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Note: Figures in parentheses represent percentages

Accident Age Distributions(years) TotalInvolves fatalities
<5 6-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50>

Male 76 110 115 III 62 40 78 592
(12.8) (86) (19.4) (18.8) (10.5) (6.8) (13.1) (100)

Female 55 77 74 77 44 24 40 391
(14.1) (19.7) (18.9) (197) (11.3) (6.1 ) (10.2) (100)

Total 131 187 189 188 106 64 118 983
(13.4) 09.0) (192) 09.1) (108) (65) (12.0) (100)



Passengers under 10 years (32.4 %) were highly involved in fatalities. Children and very

old are likely to be in greater risk than the other groups. This is due to their inability to

rescue from accident location. Males are likely to be in greater risk than female. This may

be due to their greater exposure in journey. A detail passenger survey is needed to be

acquainted with this.
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Figure 5.7: Age Distribution of Accident Victims

5.2.10 Districtwise Distribution of Accidents

As described in the Table 5.10 the most hazardous district for waterway accidents include

Chandpur (14), Barisal (9) and Bhola (8). More than 12 percent of the total number of

accidents occurs in Chandpur region. Besides the total number of vessels passing through

the zone, the geographic location of the area is also important.
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Table 5.10: Districtwise Distribution of Accidents.

District Frequency Percent
B.baria 5 4.4Bagerhat I 0.9Barisal 9 7.9Bhola 8 7.0Bogura I 0.9Borguna 4 3.5Chandour 14 12.3Chittagong 3 2.6

Cox'sbazar 2 1.8Dhaka 5 4.4
Gaziour I 0.9Jhalokathi 3 2.6
Khulna I 0.9Kishoregani 3 2.6Kurigram I 0.9

Laxmiour 2 1.8Madariour I 0.9
Manikl'ani I 0.9Munshigani 5 4.4
Mvmenshing I 0.9Narail I 0.9Narayangani 6 5.3Narshingdi 5 4.4
Netrokona I 0.9
Noakhali 2 1.8
Pabna I 0.9Patuakhali 6 5.3
Piroinur 2 1.8
Raibari I 0.9
Raishahi I 0.9Shariatour 2 1.8
Shatkhira 2 1.8
Sherour I 0.9Siraigani 5 4.4

Sunamgani 5 4.4Sylhet I 0.9TanQaiI I 0.9Total 114 100.0
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5.3 Identification of Hazardous Zones

Hazardous zones were identified through utilization of Geographic Information System.

Through the process of plotting accident geo-coded locations on map reveals "accident

blackzones" for waterway accidents. A zone of two-kilometre length was assumed to be a

hazardous zone if there occur at least three accidents. It needs to make a buffer area of

one kilometre radius. Reasonably accurate location and complete records are essential for

this purpose. Spatial distribution of waterway accident locations was made in the GIS

environment. Table 5.11 and spatial distribution on map were observed. Out of 114

accidents 73 occurred at 33 than as of IO districts.

D-
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dHT bl 1 M - A -da eS_ 1: aJOr CCI ent azar ous Istncts
District Thana No_ of accidents TotalB.baria B. baria I 5

Ashupani 2
NabinaQ:ar I
Sarail I

Barisal Muladi 2 9
BabuQ:ani I
BanariDara 2
Hiila 2
MehendiQ:ani 2

Bhola Chorfassion 3 8
Doulatkhan 4
Mor)JJura I

Chandpur ChandoUl IO 14
Motlob 4

Dhaka Kotoali 4 5
NawabQ:ani I

Munshiganj MunshiQ:ani 3 5
Louhaianp I
SreenaQ:ar I

Narayanganj Bondor 2 6
Fatulla 4

Patuakhali Miri~ani 2 6
Galachioa 2
Kol!!ILara I
Baufal I

Sirajganj Siraigani 2 5
Kaziour 3

Sunamganj JamalQ:ani I 5
Dirai 2
Tahirpur I
Chhatak I

Narshingdi NarshinQ:di I 5
Ravoura 4

Total 73



A buffer table in Mapinfo was made for 10 zones where at least three accidents occurred.

Such zones include Chandpur, Motlob, Barisal, Daulatkhan, Chorfassion, Sadarghat,

Munshiganj, Fatulla, Kazipur and Raypura. Figure 5.8 presents the hazardous zones as
identified in the analysis.
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Figure 5.8: Hazardous Zones for Waterway Accidents

As mentioned in the earlier analysis accidents occurred at hazardous zones were classified

according to main five classes. Table 5.12 shows the analysis. It reveals that in Barisal ,

Fatulla, Motlob and Chandpur zones collision and cyclone are the main cause of

accidents. Other zones show no significant manner. Chandpur and Barrisal are the

confluence of three or more rivers. There exist adverse situation for travel. Other factors

like overloading or bad weather condition foster to occur accidents.
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Table 5.12: Hazardous Zones - Accident_type Crosstabulation

Zones Collision Overloading Cyclone Excessive Others Total
current

Barisal 5 I 3 9
Chandour 4 2 2 2 10
Chorfassion I I I 3
Doulatkhan I 2 I 4
Fatulla 2 I 3
Kaziour 2 I 3
Motlob 2 2 4

Munshigani 2 1 3
Ravoura 2 2 4
Sadarghat I I I 3
Total 17 9 14 2 4 46

5.4 Conclusion

The analyses of accident characteristics reveal that cyclone and collisions are the major

causes of waterway accidents. Most of the accidents occur in the afternoon and evening

period during the months from May to August. Age distribution of the victims reveals

that the young children and old people are the most vulnerable. This might be caused by

the fact that due to lack of life supporting equipments in the vessels, these groups of

people get very little chance to survive. Analyses of hazardous zones suggest that

Chandpur, Motlob, Barisal and Daulatkhan emerged as the most vulnerable areas. These

areas might be declared as vulnerable zones and vessels may be instructed to be careful

while passing through these zones particularly during bad weather. The results of the

studY'are expected to contribute in planning and design of waterway transportation
system of the country.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDA nONS

6.1 General

This study was undertaken to develop a Waterway Accident Information System and

understand the characteristics of waterway accidents occurring in Bangladesh. The study

presented in the previous chapters identified the predominant accident characteristics

which include distributions of accidents were made in terms of location, type, time,

month, visibility condition, age groups, gender etc. Analysis also includes identification

of hazardous zones using GIS framework.

6.2 Major Findings of the Study

A total of 114 numbers of accident data were analyzed in the previous chapter. This data

covers the major waterway accidents in the country for the last 10 years. Number of

fatalities was more than 3000 during this period.

The most predominant causes of accident are found to be cyclone (31 percent), collision

(28 percent) and overloading (24 percent). During cyclone or collision stability of vessel

is lost due to overloading thereby causing overloading to be the complementary cause for

all other types of accidents.

Accidents occurnng In fair weather condition (57.9 percent) are higher than that

occurring in unfavourable weather condition (42. I percent). This may due to higher

percentage of collision and overloading type of accidents. This observation also implies

the human factors are more pronounced than non-human factors for waterway accident

occurrence.

Accidents occurring in bright time (61 percent) are higher than that occurring in dark time

(39 percent). This may due to higher percentage of cyclones occurring in day time.
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Accident frequency is higher from April to August. 62 numbers of accident of the total

114 occurred during this period of the year. This may due to increased movement and

sudden cyclone during this period.

Highest numbers of accident occur between 5 to 6 P.M.(l1 numbers out of 114). About

38 percent accidents occurred between 12 P.M to 6 P.M.

Collision type of accident is likely to be occurring more in dark time, fair weather

condition and are evenly distributed over the year. Overloading type of accidents is likely

to be occurring more in bright time, fair weather condition. During May to August,

overloading aggravates accident risk caused by cyclones. Cyclone type of accidents is

likely to be occurring more in bright time, stormy weather condition during April to

August.

Since the age distribution of waterway accident victims is tilted towards the young, the

reduction in length of life and hence loss of productivity is substantial, compared with the

more frequent causes of death (cancer and heart diseases) which are associated with old

ages.

In the analysis regarding hazardous accident zones it is observed that Chandpur, Motlob,

Barisal, Daulatkhan, Chorfassion, Sadarghat, Munshiganj, Fatulla, Kazipur and Raypura

are the most accident-prone areas. Although this might be caused by higher proportion of

traffic passing through these areas, especial accident preventive counter measures should

focus on these areas on priority basis.

6.3 Recommendations for Waterway Accident Reduction

Considering the importance of waterway transportation system In the context of

Bangladesh, necessary actions should be taken immediately for the reduction of waterway

accidents in the country. This will save a lot of lives and relieve the nation off a huge

quantity of economic losses.

Recommendations for improvement of waterway safety situation on the basis of this

study can be summarized as:
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• Collision type of accidents can be reduced by avoiding foggy weather condition

and ensuring searchlight in functioning condition.

• Loading condition of the all passenger vessel should be checked before any

voyage. Legislation regarding overloading can be revised if necessary. Inspection

and enforcements should also be enhanced. Load certificate is to be issued.

• The stability of a vessel is a very important criterion to operate it in different

operating and loading condition. From the beginning of the construction BIWTA

should employ naval architects to supervise about the dimensions of the vessel

and quality of the materials used.

• Weather forecasting system should be improved to reduce cyclone type of

accidents. In addition enforcements should be enhanced to guard against plying in

a bad weather condition.

• More careful movement should be ensured while crossing the hazardous zones.

Navigational and informational aids should be improved in the zones.

• BIWTA should ensure that each vessel is plying with required numbers of crew.

Their competence and efficiency must be examined time to time. It should be

strictly ensured that no one except master would navigate the vesseL

• Overall management system of waterway passenger transport should be improved

and efficient human resources should be employed adequately.

• Availability of adequate amount of life saving equipments should be ensured.

Crews should be trained in this regard and public awareness should be increased.

• Information regarding high-risk situation should be made available to the

navigators. Arrangements should be made to disseminate the information to the

passengers so that they can compel the masters to take safe repose during risky

situations.
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6.4 Recommendations for Further Research

There is a need for refinement in present accident recording system. There should be a

centralized control centre of accidents record, from where relevant information can

readily be available. Waterway accidents occurred beforel994 should be included for

analysis. Geo-physical characteristics of the hazardous zones should be highlighted and

incorporated. G.P.S can be used to determine the exact location of the accident. Studies

on passenger survey to find out about their problems, preferences and requirements

should be undertaken immediately. Traffic flow rate should be considered in identifying

the hazardous zones rather considering number of accidents only. There exists research

potential in this regard. Research should also focus on developing awareness of the

concerned people.
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APPENDIX-A



Data Sheet for the study on accidents of waterways in Bangladesh.

Department of Civil Engineering
Bangladesh University of Engineering & Technology

Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh.

District:Thana:

Date:

Location
Village:

Time:

Weather Condition:

Route of the Journey:

Accident Involves:

Causes:

Damages:

Total Death.
Age 0-5 6-10 i1-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+
GroUD
Male
Female
Total

Total Injury:

Source:
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APPENDIX-B



BIWTA Launch Station

Facility Provided
SI.No. Name of Station Name of port with size of Thana District

Dontoon
1 Kataattv Naravanaan; 100', +64' Munshiganj Munshiaani
2 Munshiaani Naravanaani 180'+Flat Munshiaani Munshiaani
3 Gazaria NaraVanaani 48' Gazaria Munshiaani
4 Madanaana Naravannani 48' Bandar Naravannani
5 Meahna Naravanaani 48' Sanaraaan Naravanaani
6 Bhairab Bazar Naravanaani 100' Bhairab Bazar Kishareaani
7 Ashuaani Naravanaani B. Baria B. Baria
8 Chatalour Naravannani 48' B. Baria B. Baria
9 Bannlaaara Naravanaani 48' Astaaram Kishareaani
10 Rashidaang Naravanaani 48' Astaaram Kishareaani
11 Chamra Naravanaani 48' Karimaani Kishareaani
12 Aimiriaani Naravanaani 100'+25' Azmiriaani Habiaani
13 Markuli Naravannani 64' Baniachana Habinani
14 SheraurlSvlhet) Naravanaan; 48' Balaganj Svlhet
15 Sherpur(M.Bazar) Narayanganj 48' Maulavi Bazar Maulavi Bazar
16 Sunamaana Naravanaani 64' Sunamaani Sunamaanj
17 Salimaaana Naravanaanj 48' Nabinagar B. Baria
18 Ramaur Naravanaan; 48' Daudkandi Camilla
19 Bishnandi Naravanaani 48' Araihazar Naravanaani
20 Karimour Naravanaani 64' Narshindhi Narshindhi
21 Miriachar Naravanaani 48' Raioura Narshindhi
22 Bhairabnaaar Naravannani 48' Nabinagar B. Baria
23 Madna Naravanaani 64' Lakhai Habiaani
24 Adamaur Naravanaani 48' Astaaram Kishareaani
25 Kadamchal Naravanaani 48' Astaaram Kisharenanj
26 Kakailsea Naravannani 48' Azmiriganj Habinani
27 Mithamaine Naravannani 48' Mithamaine Kishareaani
28 Itna Naravanaani 48' Itna Kishareaani
29 Liasha Naravanaani 48' Kaaliaihuri Netrocona
30 Rawail Naravanaani 48' Jaaannthour Sunamnanj
31 Lambabaa Naravannani 48' Jamalaang Sunamnani
32 Laxmiour Naravannan; 48' Jamalgang Sunamaani
33 Durlabaur Naravanaani 48' Jamalaana Sunamaani
34 Kaliaani Naravanaani 48' Kaliaani Gaziour
35 Shawraid Naravanaani 48' Kaliaanj Gazinur
36 Baushia Naravannani 48' Gazaria Munshinani
37 Ekurdia Naravannani 48' Astaaram Kishareaani
38 Mahanaur Chandaur 30' Matlab Chand our
39 Matlab Chand our Matlab Chandour
40 Miar Bazar Chandnur 30' Mallab Chand our
41 Faraiikandi Chandaur Chand pur Chand our
42 Ichuli Chand our Chandour Chandour
43 Ghat No.5-CDR Chandour Chandour Chandour
44 Dashani Chandour Matlab Chandnur
45 Eklashour Chandour 30' Mallab Chand our
46 Kanudi Chandaur Chandpur Chandaur
47 Duraaaur Chandaur Matlab Chand our
48 Navarhat Chandaur Haimchar Chandour
49 Naveraaan Chandour Mallab Chand our
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Facility Provided
SI.No. Name of Station Name of port with size of Thana District

oontoon
50 Shafarmali ChandDur 30' ChandDur ChandDur
51 KaliDura ChandDur Matlab Chandour
52 Shahour Bazar Chandour Matlab Chand our
53 ChandDur ChandDur Naria Sharia!Dur
54 Naria Chand our Naria ShariatDur
55 Bhoiehswar ChandDur Naria Shariatour
56 Sureswar Chandour Naria Sharia!our
57 Khaiurtala Chand our iailra ShariatDur
58 Raj~ani ChandDur Naria ShariatDur
59 Angaria Chandpur Sharialour Sharia!our
60 Bhederaani Chand our Bhederaani SharlalDur
61 Bhederganj

Chandpur Bhederganj Sharia!purColle~e
62 Haturia Chand our Damodda Sharia!Dur
63 Maida~ann ChandDur B. Baria B. Baria
64 Chi!ri ChandDur Nabinaoar B. Baria
65 Bariakandi Chandour Nabinanar B. Baria
66 Baish Mouza ChandDur Nabinanar B. Baria
67 LalDur Chand our Ashunani B. Baria
68 GoshaiDur ChandDur Nabinaoar B. 8aria
69 Teluakandi Chandour Bancharamcur B. Baria
70 Chandan our ChandDur Homna Comilla
71 Tallali Chand our Menhna Comilla
72 Alipur ChandDur Daudkandi Comilla
73 Majhuchowdhuree

Chandpur Laxmipur Laxmipurr Hal
74 Badderhal ChandDur Ramnali LaxmiDur
75 Beltali ChandDur Ma!lab ChandDur
76 Balctabali Dhaka Port 48' Dhaka
77 Saperchar Dhaka Port Dhaka
78 Salika Dhaka Port Dhaka
79 Nababaani Dhaka Port Dhaka
80 Bakhsanaaar Dhaka Port Dhaka
81 Kumar~ani Dhaka Port Dhaka
82 Ba~mora Dhaka Port Dhaka
83 Abdullapur Dhaka Port Dhaka
84 Dhure Dhaka Port 48' Luhaaani Munshiaoni
85 Balka Dhaka Port 64' Tanaibari Munshi~oni
86 Tal!ila Dhaka Port 64' Shiraiddikhan Munshiooni
87 Sayed pur Dhaka Port 64' Shiraiddikhan Munshiooni
88 Shakeanagar Dhaka Port 48' Srinaaar Munshiaonlag Bandhura Dhaka Port 48' Nababnani Dhaka
90 Falulla Dhaka Port 64' Fa!ulla Nara anoani
91 Mawa Dhaka Port Luhaoani Munshiooni
92 Charjanajal Dhaka Port 64' Shibehar MadariD"r
93 Barisal Barisal Port 8anarioara Barisal
94 Shambhuk Barisal Port shibchar MadariDur
95 SahebramDur Barisal Port Kalkini Madariour
96 Kewrakadi Barisal Port shibchar Madariour
97 Khasherha! Barisal Port Kalkini MadariDurg8 Mollarhal Barisal Port Kalkini MadariDur
99 SheikhDur Barisal Port shibchar MadariDur
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Facility Provided
SI.No. Name of Station Name of port with size of Thana District

nontoon100 Baramachua Barisal Port Malhbaria Piroiour101 Bailakala Barisal Port Nazimur PimiOur102 Kachubaria BarisaJ Port Malhbaria Piroiour103 Raibari Barisal Port Nesarabad Piroinur104 Sachia Barisal Port Nazimur Piroinur105 Badurtala Barisal Port Raiaour Jhalakati106 Bahabaniour Barisal Port Nalchili Jhalakati107 Haduua Barisal Port Nalchiti Jhalakati108 Challishkawnia BarisaJ Port Raiaour Jhalakali109 Ghoserhal Barisal Port Charfashan Bhola110 Borhabuddin BarisaJ Port Borhanuddin Bhola111 Babuoani Barisal Port Babuoano Barisal112 Mreebharhal Barisal Port Muladi Barisal113 Tarki Barisal Port Gauranadi Barisal114 Nomorhal Barisal Port Muladi Barisal115 Juoirkanda Barisal Port 8anarinara Barisal116 HaJlabazar Barisal Port Bakemani Barisal117 Rahima"ni- Barisal Port Babuaan-a Barisal118 Babuaani Barisal Port Hizla Barisal119 Sher-E-Banola Barisal Part Uzimur Barisal120 Kalirbazar BarisaJ Port 8anarioara Barisal121 Paisarhat BarisaJ Part AOailihara BarisaJ122 Hizla Barisal Part HizJa Barisal123 Ramchar Barisal Port Muladi Barisal124 Mirerhat Barisal Port 8anarinara Barisal125 Kalaskali Barisal Port Bakemani Barisal126 Bhaanchar Barisal Port Mehendiaani Barisal127 Shialauni Barisal Port Bakemani Barisal128 Khasherhat Barisal Port Muladi Barisal129 MuJadi Barisal Port MuJadi Barisal130 Banarioara BarisaJ Part Banarioara BarisaJ131 Baherchar BarisaJ Port Babunano BarisaJ132 Masiidbari BarisaJ Part Banarioara Barisal133 Chaumohana Barisal Part 8anarioara BarisaJ134 Milua Barisal Part Banarioara BarisaJ135 Manikmiarhal Barisal Port Banarinara Barisal136 Bhabaninur Barisal Port Uzircur Barisal
137 Shawla(Badartuni

Barisal Port Hizla Barisal
. )

138 Dasherhal Barisal Port Uzimur 8arisal
139 Kalirbazar(Uzirpur

Barisal Port Uzirpur Barisal)

140 Chawmohona(Raj
Barisal Port Uzirpur Barisalaour)

141 Chalanbazar Khulna 65' Dakoo KhuJna142 Baaerhal Khulna 65' Baaerhal Baaerhat143 Gashiakhali Khulna 48' Ramoal Baaerhal144 Morelaani Khulna 90' Morelaani Baaerhal145 Sannasi Khuina 65' Morelnani Baaerhal146 Tona Bardia KhuJna 65' Kalia Narail147 Kalia KhuJna 48' Kalia Narail148 Fulhata Khulna 65' Moreloani Maaerhat
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Facility Provided
SI.No. Name of Station Name of port with size of Thana District

Dontoon149 Ravenda Khulna 48' Sarakhola Baoerhat150 Sreeramkhathi Khulna 48' Nazirnur Piroiour151 Takerhat Khulna 48' Raiair Madariour152 Natunbazar Khulna 65' Khulna Khulna153 Rampal Khulna 65' Ramoal Baoerhat154 Daulatpur Khulna 65' Daulatour Khulna
155 Khulna Roket

Khulna 90' Khulna KhulnaGhat
156 Nalian Khulna 65' Dakop Khulna157 Koyra Khulna 48' Kovra Khulna158 $ No. Kovra Khuina 48' Kovra Khulna159 Naravanour Khulna 48' Kovra Khulna160 Gilabari Khulna 48' Kovra Khulna161 Baniakhali Khulna 48' Kovra Khulna162 Hooia Khulna 48' Kovra Khulna163 Shanla Khulna 65' Palkoacha Khulna164 Dacooe Khulna 65' Dakoo Khulna165 Balubunla Khulna 48' Dakop Khulna166 Jorshinn Khulna 48' Kovra Khulna167 Analihara Khulna 48' Kovra Khulna168 Kurikawnia Khulna 48' Ashauni Salkania169 Garaikhali Khulna 48' Paikoacha Khulna170 Surkhali Khulna 48' Baliakala Khulna171 Bazua Khulna 48' Dakoo Khulna172 Bailtali Khulna 48' Gooalooni Gooalooni173 Herma Khulna 48' Moreloani Baoerhal174 Baharbunia Khulna 48' Moreloani Baoerhat175 Sonakhali Khulna 48' Moreloani Baoerhal176 Ghaoar Khulna 48' Kolalioara Gooalnoni177 Banshbaria Khulna 48' Gooalooni Gooalooni178 Sachia Khulna 48' Nazirour PirOiDUr179 Talalbaria Khulna 48' Sarankhola Baoerhat180 Gobra Khulna 48' Gooalnoni Gooalnoni181 Kaplai Chittaoona 100'182 Kaotai Chittaoono 48'183 Ranoamati Chittaoono 48'184 Marisha Chittaoono Baohaisari Ran amati185 Lanaado Chittaaona Ranoamali186 Bhaddarhal Chittaoono Ranoamali187 Taloachi Baohabari Shalkaiadver Siraioona188 Char Narina Baohabari Shalkaiadv'er Siraioono -189 Balashi Baohabari 30' Fulshari Gaibandha190 Bhuapur Baahabari 48'191 Chilmari Bazar Baohabari

192 Faridour(C&Bl Aricha Port 64' Sadar Faridour193 Aricha Aricha Port Shibalava ManikOanT194 Dauladdia Aricha Port RaThari Raibari195 Kawnia Potuakhali Belaoi Barouna196 Badnikhali Poluakhali Belaoi Barnuna197 Palabunia Poluakhali Dumki Poluakhali198 Subidkhali Potuakhali Miraiooni Poluakhaii199 Phulihuri Poluakhali Sadar Barouna
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Facility Provided
sl.No. Name of Station Name of port with size of Thana District

oontoon200 Dhulia Potuakhali Bawlal Potuakhali201 Patharahala Poluakhaii Patharahata Bamuna202 Taltali Poluakhali Amlali Bamuna203 Purakala Potuakhali Bamuna Bamuna204 Charduani Poluakhali Patharahata Barauna205 Kalikabaria Poluakhali Belaoi Bamuna206 Kalaiya Poluakhali Bawlal Potuakhali207 Jhiina Potuakhali Bawlal Poluakhali208 Mokamia Poluakhali Belaai Barauna209 Kalisuri Potuakhali Bawlal Poluakhali210 Ulania Poluakhali Galachioa Poluakhali211 Bansharai Poluakhali Dashmina Poluakhaii212 Haieerhat Potuakhali Dashmina Poluakhali213 Amtali Poluakhaii Amlaii Barauna214 Mohipur Potuakhali Poluakhali
215 Mirzaganj

Potuakhali Poluakhaliroarbarsharifl
216 Boai Potuakhali Poluakhali217 Ramaopaidi Poluakhali Potuakhali218 Ranaabalia Poluakhali Poluakhali219 Kamelaha Potuakhali Poluakhali220 Nuranipur Poluakhali Potuakhali221 Panpatti Poluakhali
222 Baiialali Potuakhali
223 Barabaishdia Poluakhali
224 sundarkaliapur Poluakhali
225 Boaa Potuakhali
226 Uttar Dharandi Potuakhali
227 Amkhola Poluakhaii
228 Kakrabunia Potuakhali
229 Pachakaralia Poluakhali
230 Aila Potuakhali
231 Chalabhanna Poluakhali
232 Noli Potuakhali
233 Kalagachia Potuakhali
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List of Classified IWT Routes

IserialJ Route IRiver I~~tel
C1ass-l

1 Dhaka-Chittagong Buriganga,Dhaleswari,Lower Meghna,
306Shabazpur, Hatia Channnel,Kamafuli.

2 Shambhupura-Dema Lakhya 22
3 Shambhupura-Bhairab Bazar Upper Meghna 85

Lower Meghna,Aria

4 Chowkigata- Barishal- Kaukhali- Khan,Kirtankhola,Gab Khan,Mongla-
270Mongla- Khulna-Maheswarpasha Ghasiakhali

eanal,Pussur,Khulna,Kazibaeha,Bhairab

Total 683 krn
Class-2

1 Bhirab Bazar -Chattak Upper Meghna,Kalni,Surma 228
2 Mohanpur-Diakhawa Meghna,Padma,J amuna(Brahmputra) 385
3 Deara-Barishal via Nandibazar Meghna, Jayanti,Arial Khan 84

Chunkuri

4 Chalna-Sakbarta- Raimangal N,Bhadra,S utrakhalt,Sibsa,Aura
143Sibsa,Jhapjhapia K,Malancha,Farighi

Gang,Jamuna,Attharabanki K.

5 Hizla-Shaistabad Meghna,Dharmagang,Azimpur ,Aria
30Khan

6 Santal-Daudkandi Meghna 24
7 Chadpur-Ichuli Dakatia Nullah 7

8 Chittagong-Cox's Bazar Kamafuli,Kutubdia &Maiskhali 99channels,Bagkhali.
Total 1000 km

Class-3

1 Dilapur -Markuli-
Meghna,Kalni, Kushiyara 168Sherpur(Seasonal)

2 Sherpur -Zakiganj (Seasonal Kushiyara 117
3 Gaglajor -Mohangoni(Seasonal Kanhsa 43
4 Chitri-Nabinagar-Kuti Bazar Meghna,Pagla,Buri 20

5 Mahisherchar-
Meghna, Titas 31Salimganj(Seasonal

6 Marichakandi- Narsingdi Meghna 8
7 Narsingdi- Katiadi(Seasonal) Old Brahmputra 84
8 Demra-Ghorasal Lakhya 37

9 Dhaka-Mirpur- Tongi-
Turag, Tongi,Balu 53Demra(Seasonal)

10 Buriganga mouth-Saidpur Dhaleswari 15
11 Nakalia-Baghabari Hurasagar 15
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ISerial IRoute IRiver I::nce I
12 Khulna- Bardia- Manikdha Bhairab,A tai,Madhumati,Beeel

138Kalikapur(Seasonal) route.Upper Kumar,Arial Khan
13 AtailBhairab confluence-

Atai 15Abalganti(Seasonal)

14 Kalikapur-Madaripur_
Arial Khan,Jayanti 56Nandibazar

15 Kaukhali-Jugir Kanda-Babuganj Swarupkati,Tengra Khali 52
16 Ghasiakhali-Bagerhat Ghasiakhali 1817 Kobadak- Tepakhali(Seasonal) Kapatakshi 8518 Paikgacha-Assasuni_ Pathaghata Sibsa,Harikhali,Kholpetua 8519 Jhalakati- Barguna- Pathaghata Gazalia,Bishkhali 89
20 Dapdapia-Angaria- Mirzagonj-

Khairabad,Raj aganj ,Bighai,Buriswar 115Amtali- Taltalipara

21 Charpower -(Bhola )Patuakhali- Tentulia,Karkhana,Lohalia, Galachipa,R
137Galachipa-Bara Baishdia abnabad,Agunmukh

22 Bara Baishdia-Khepupara Nilganj 19
23 Khepupara- Mohipur -Kuakata Nilganj ,Andarmanick,Khaprabhanga,Do

36n
24 Badartuni-Rajapur Naya Bhangani,Muladi 35
25 Bhola-( Charpower)N azirpur-

Tentulia,Bura Gouranga 95Ghoserhat-Char Montaz
26 Chillagong-Kaptai dam Kamafuli 6527 Rangamati-Kaptai Kaptai Lake 2928 Kaptai-Belaichari Kaptai Lake 2029 Rangamati-Choto Hariana Kaptai Lake 6430 Rangamati-Mahalchari Kaptai Lake(Chiringa Khal) 4431 Rangamati-marisha Kaptai Lake(Myani River) 97

Total 1885 kmC1ass-4
I Saidpur-Singair- Till Dhaleswari 802 Cox's Bazar-SI. Martin Island Bay of Bengal I II3 SI. Martin Island- Teknaf Bay of Bengal,Naaf 314 Patuakhali-Mirzaganj Patuakhali 105 Khantakhata-Mati Bhanga Baleswar 526 Aorabania-Mirzaganj Srimanta Nullah 187 Bhitabaria-Gazipur Sialkati Nullah,Pona don. 9

Total 311 km
Following are Seasonal Routes

8 Markuli-Dirai Kalni 199 Takerghat-Lalpur Baulai 4810 Chattak-Atgram Surma 141II Mohangong-Thakurkona Kangsa 4612 Ghoradiga-Netrakona Mogra 130
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13 Ghorasal. Toke Lakhya,Old Brahmaputra
14 Savar-Nayarhat-Dhamrai Bansi
15 Mirpur-Savar Kamapara,Dhaleswari
16 Rustampur-Kaliakori Turag
17 Pargona- Tara-Shajani Dhaleswari
18 katpatty-Gourganj lehamati,Tatala Khal
19 Dabaldia-Netrokona Dubaldia Nullah
20 Kabirajpur- Tepakhola Arial Khan
21 Kaukhali-Manikdha Madhumati
22 Bardia- Talbaria Madhumati,Gorai
23 Bardia-Narail-Gazirhat Upper Nababgang,Chitra
24 Khulna-Manikdah Attarabanki
25 Khulna-Alaipur-Bagerhat Bhairab
26 Assasuni-Ellarehar Harikjali,Morirehap
27 Sripur-Bhola Kheyaghat- Tetulia,Bholakhal
28 Arieha-Rajshashi-Godagari- Padma/Ganes,Mohananda
29 Arieha-Salimbad Jamuna
30 Baghahari-Badalgaehi Hurasagar,Baral,Gumani,Atrai,Gur-gu
31 Baghahari-Ullapara Karatoya
32 Saidpur -Sreenagar lehamati
33 Saidpur-Salla Dhaleswari
34 Kuti-Bazar-Saldanadi- Pagla,Saldanadi
35 Toke- Trimohini-Kaoraid Banar,Kaoraid
36 Madna-Habigang-Shaistagang barak
37 Manumukh-Moulavibazar Manu
38 Saehna-Suala- Tahirpur Nawa,Pandia,Rakti N,Patnaigang,Baulia
39 lehuli-Faridganj Dakatia
40 Char Pagla-Raipur Dakalia
41 Pakhira-Naria Pagla,Nariakhal
42 Badia- Tarail Bathail
43 Tempurakhandi-kazirtak Padma
44 Bahadurabad-Balashi Old Brahmputra
45 Shajani-Boehamara Jamuna

I:;nce'
62
10
15
55
86
22
39
36
67
170
75
43
43
21
33

307
22
163
32
18
10
13
20
62
20
37
64
20
37
33
21
22
27

Total 2400km

683 km(ll%)
1000 km(l7%)
1885 km(32%)
2400 km(40%)
5968 km(100%)

Between 2150 and 2500 km of these are now seasonal routes

Summary of the Classified
Class-I
Class-2
Class-3
Class-4
Total
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Hopes dying down
..."OVER THERE. OH NO.. NOWHERE~'Avlllllgllr.fefr.onthe ,..e:ghna bank points totttG-~1 midriwr wIw"e1Iiaunch capsiud with abc;ut 150 passengeB Tuesday; men and women, middle, scotlr the river.~-' .~.; .,

.•.•....
....,....,

15 bloated bodies recovered, more float downstream, no sight of sunken launch,
raging currents frustrate rescuers, villagers keep vigil on Meghna banks

\,

SMR REPORT

Fihecn bloated bodle~ wrre
retric\'~d horn the Megtmi dO.•••ll.
stream ycstcrd:f'f, two days after;,n
ovcl"Cl"OWt1cd l:nmch c-'lpsited in !he
O<andpllr conl!ucnce Of1:(,f bcojng
surJ<M infC. the e)~of an eddy.

Four of lh~ bodi~ were fount!
fluating in the chop(1)' river in
Cl,ll.tlupur while J I in Sadar.
DlI.ul.Ul>han <\nd f\orh;muddin
UPiIr,iJa 'un tho: llf[~holl' is!~nd 01

Bhnl~, local arlministllllioJl Mlurccs
sllid. J

Driving raUls and neue ClJlTP.ms
in thl' cont1ut'l.lCC of ,dJ.e Padma,
Meghna, and D••katia'dvers frw;-
crowd all lIltCnlpls by scarcil('rs 10
t:ace th" t1ip!e.d('CkMV :'\asrtu.! ,

i>oJic(' SUJlerlllfendeot of
Chll.ndur Mohammad Bal:htiar
Alam Told rcP(lltCf$ fhal lhe body of
a 45,war.oldman "-1l$ found in the
Mcl;.!ula at H~)iS(lh, m~<)(her Clght
klll)m'-'!'I'''s o'ffh~ ~'-,";~

,"~'i'

Among tbl.- dead was'talu Mia.
40, from QUUPUlii union, bUI the
idmtily of the rest were nul kno.••..n
Immetliarely.

As the bod.il'S weu' bHll:J{:h1 to
I.almohon, rile supposed lilSi 5<01'
of the cilpsized nafl, hHndl..a~ uf
grieVing people convefl.l"d al Ill"
laundl ghar •. some .'<obhill~,
SOrtlt' bealing l!le" clt,,:,;(! with
h.md .•••

The rdiltivcs of the missing
J(amcret!on rivcrollniq; last night M

ff'port< fJftloMmgboo:llC<; hroke.
tJNB odd<; a r,o.veaHild omi.

ntS~l11a.a, !.all\ H<ljl, dif!d or a heart
Mf,.,.! 'lIS h", n>("('JV<:"d wrong infor-
mMiOil that hl~ slln was &">0travcl-
ling hornr by rhl' launch. lh.'tt cap-
sLo",d.
BODlESnJJATIJ',{:

f~1di{"r. pl~)pll'i in. viil.agt>s alollg
fhe Mcghru fcund bcdie.s .lr,d
bdonmnj;ts orthe laum:h pa»<>e\ll;l'::S
floating in the rfl.'adlt"11JlI.\ WMI'IS

down~!J:c;UJlinChaflupuf, hur H~l:~~\

no: retrit'Yc lho_5C"due to rdging
CUlTenls.

\,,'ltnes.~cs at CtlUldpUf s.aid they
saw 1\\-1) bodies in the conflucnce
early yesterday

-Aiter t10allltt lor a fleetinli
TIlQmcm.!he bodiC\lwt'nl UIIdel\\-"a.
In: said "'hoaued. whose son
HIlla\, 14. is fearetJ c1rowlU,d in the
accidt'Hr.

t-.lIoNhec!, a rld...Jlol"'Pullef, In:;
b~n k~pjn<: a ruund.th•..-d"o;:k

, su "'''-(Of 11 COL"
/.~
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lEFT ALONE AT
JOURNEY'S ENO; "

Mol,ammadAli
froinLalmohon

ml~~lutky
enough, but not

his fathw, brother
and iist&rwho

probablydroWlled
In TUladay's

la:lneh diS4Sier in '
>6\, ehoppywatm

01 Meghna. Now
in Chltndpur, All

stili pin$ ho".s on
rescue opera&ns
thatmay brIng "Is
IOV(ldones huk

10 him.
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0 t= is ~8 ~ c • • o • 0- 0•• 0 -' 0 0 1-0 I- C "'MV Shakhawat &1 14,04,94 lOAM Near Munshiganj ghat Munshiganj Munshiganj Fair Engineboal Collision Launch 10 50 Ittefaq.16/04194
Overloading,Turning2 06.05.94 2P.M. Ghosherhat(Tetuha river) Chorfassion Sho!a Fair ML Ali Maneuver Launch 15 10 Ittefaq07105194Tulalola Na!i{Bishkhali

3 17,05,94 9P.M. river) Palhorghala Borguna Stormy ML SuraYi Cyclone launch 3 15 Ittefaq.19/05194
MV Sagar & Ml4 12.06.94 4A.M Jhalokathi ghat Jhalokalhi Jhalokathi Fair Arunima Collision Arunima Ittefaq 13106/945 29.06.94 lOAM. Tekani Cher Kazipur Sirajganl Stormy Engineboat Excessive currenl Boat 9 10 lttefaq 30.06.94Mandail mosque ghat

6 08,07.94 8P,M Buriganga Kotoali Dhaka Fair Boat and Engine boal Collision Boal 3 Ittefaq 10,07.94
Bhairab Engine7 14.08.94 5 P,M Bhairab bazar ghat bazar Kishoregan) Fair Engineboat Excessive passenger 00'1 11 10 Jttefaq 15.08,94

Overloading and
maneuvering failure at
Meghna-Padma8 2008.94 3P.M Borobazar Chandpur Chandpur Fair MV Dinar-2 Confluence point MV Dinar 200 50 Jttefaq 21.08.94Purakata Ferryghat(Paira

9 21.08,94 9A.M fiver) Amtoli Borguna Fair Passenger boat Collision with pontoon Boal 8 5 Ittefaq 23,08.94GM ghat
10 22,08,94 5P,M Maheshkhalichannel Maheshkhali Cox'sbazar Stormy ML Seven Star Overloading Launch 17 Ittefaq 24.089411 02,09.94 1 P.M Chandpurghat Chandpur Chandpur Fair MV Jhinu & Boat Collision Boal lttefaq 0309.94

Passengers get hurry12 20.09,94 11 A,M Ashuganj ghat AShuganj B,baria Fair Engineboat unloading So'l 5 Ittefaq 21.0994
Excessive current &
Turning Maneuvering Engine13 16,10.94 2P.M Ujantia Ferryghat Chokoria Cox'sbazar Stormy Engineboat Problem 00" 100 50 Ittefaq 17.10.94

Engineboat & Sand Engine14 04.12.94 8A.M Bagani Bolai river Jamalganj Sunamganj Fair Carrying Cargo Collision 00" 50 Ittefaq05.1294
Engine15 16.12.94 10 AM Nolvata (Meghna river) Raypura Narshingdi Fair Engine boat Overloading 00,1 2 10 lttefaq 18.12.94

ML Shahana & MV16 2612.94 7AM Sonakanda Bondor Narayanganj Fair Najmul Hoque Collision 20 Ittefaq 27.12.94
Overloading and17 31.03.95 8P.M Kashikata Vedorganj Shariatpur Fair Engine boat excessive current So,1 5 25 Ittefaq 02.04,95

ML Quin of18 0405,95 10AM Golkhali(Paira river) Mirjaganj Patuakhali Fair Patuakhali Overloading Launch 6 50 Ittefaq 0505.95
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'"launch &
machines

19 05.05.95 3.30 P.M Choukighata Doulatkhan Shola Stormy MT Moktadir-l
Cyclone and Oyerloading of 100 cr 4 Ittefaq 07.05.95

20 16.05.95 11 AM RUpdhon(Bishkhali river) Pathorghata Borguna Stormy ML Jinnah Cyclone launch 20 25 Ittefaq 17.05,95MV Najia-2 & Ml.
21 18.05.94 4P.M MOrieha(lsamot; river) Nababganj Dhaka Fair Sutarpara COllision

Sutarpara
5 Ittefaq 19.06.95Excessive current &

22 19.06.95 10 P.M Sonaimuri beel Jhinaigali Sherpur Stormy Boat large wave Boat 5 5 Ittefaq 21,06,95

Rajibpur23 25,0695 12 P.M ghat(Brahmmapulra) RaJibpur Kurigram Fair Engine boat Overloading Boat 5 Ittefaq 26.06.95

24 2406.95 5P.M LOlkkha beel Bbaria B.baria Fair Engine boat Overloading Boat 9 ittefaq 2606.95
25 14.07.95 10AM Agriuniversity MymenShing Mymenshing Stormy Engine boat

CNerloading &Iarge wave Boat 30 20 Ittefaq 15.07.95

26 15.07.95 2P.M BirOldoho beeJ MirJapur Tangail Stormy Boat Cyclone
Bo't 3 Jttefaq 16.0795

27 200795 lOAM Chapki Haor Dirai Sunamganj Stormy Boat Cyclone Boat 5 Ittefaq 230795

28 2407.95 12 P.M Kadibadla beel Shahjadpur Sirajganj Stormy Bo" Cyclone Boat 4 Ittefaq 25.07.95

29 1408.95 12 P.M Raghunathpur(Chitra) Kalia Narail Fair Passenger launch Overloading launch 50 25 Ittefaq 15.08.95

30 27.08.95 11 AM Rajabari (Turag) Tongi Gazipur Stormy Engine boat CNerloading Bo,t 5 10 Ittefaq 29.08.95Passenger launch &
31 02.09.95 6AM Muradi ghat Muladi Barisaf Fair Boat COllision Bo,t 10 Ittefaq 03.09.95

32 05.09.95 2P.M Bun nodi
Nabinagar B.bana Stormy Engine boat Cyclone Boat 3 10 fttefaq 03.09.95

33 1809.95 6AM Jhalokathl ghat Jhalokathi Jhalokathi Fair Engine boat CNerloading Boat 12 3 Ittefaq 1909.95MV Banglar Gourab
34 20.09.95 lOAM Chittagong port Chittagong Chittagong Fair & Engine boat Collision Boat 5 Ittefaq 21.09.95

35 18.1095 2P.M Komorpur Rajbari Rajbari Stormy Engine boat Cyclone
Bo" 5 Ittefaq20.10.95

36 20.12.95 7AM Moktarpur Ferryghat lohajong Munshiganj Foggy Ferry & Engine boat Collision due to fog Boat 5 Ittefaq 21.12.95

COllision due 10absence

37 16.01.96 8P.M Banger chor
ChOrfassion Bhola Foggy Ml Jslam & Oil tanker of search light Launch 50 25 Ittefaq 18.01.96

38 21.04.96 6 A.M Pakhail Char
Sirajganj SiramanJ Foggy Two Engine Boat Collision Boat 4 20 Ittefaq 22.0496

39 22.0496 10AM Bura Gouranga Nodi Galachipa Patuakhali Stormy Bo" Cyclone Boat 7 10 Ittefaq 2304.96Ml Mobarak & Ferry
Bhasha Shahid

40 23.05.96 10 P.M Kashadaha Aricha Shibalaya Manikganj Fair Barkot COllision Launh 30 Jttefaq 25.0596
0
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41 02.06.96 2P.M Slrajganj Launch ghat Sirajganj Sira}ganj Stormy Ml Ashura Cyclone launch 5 20 Jttefaq 03.06.96



Aramganj ghat(Nilganj
Overloading & tuming42 25.06.96 10 A.M river) Kolapara Patuakhali Fair Ml Shuktara maneuver failure launch Itlefaq 26.0696

43 10.07.96 12 P.M Homotpur(Surma) Dirai Sunamganj Fair Engine boat Excessive currenl launch 5 10 Itlefaq 11.07,96
Between Nurpur &44 26.07.96 6P.M Fakirer Chor Raypura Narshingdi Stormy Engine boat Overloading & Cyclone Boat 10 10 Itlefaq 11.07.9645 10.08.96 11 A.M Sura Gouranga Nodi Chorfassion Shola Fair Boat Excessive current Boat 13 Itlefaq 13,089646 21.04.97 6P.M Sadarghat Kotoa)j Dhaka Fair Boat large wave of launch Boat 4 Jttefaq 23.04.97

47 13.06.97 6A.M Kaslajor(Dhonu) Khaliajuri Netrokona Fair Engine boat Excessive current Boat 20 20 Ittefaq 14,0697
48 21,07.97 2P.M Taltoli(Tetulia) Sautol Patuakhali Fair Ml Falguni Collision with a Ship launch 40 BIWTA

Mechanical failure and49 22.07.97 2P.M Oegholkandi Sariakandi Bogura Fair Engine boat excessive current Boat 50 50 Jttefaq 23.07.97
50 0408.97 6P.M Nurpur(Meghna) Raypura Narshingdi Stormy Engine boat Cyclone Boat 20 Ittefaq 06,0897
51 08.11.97 1A.M Alubazar Chandpur Chandpur Fair MV Salauddin_3 Physical failure launch BIWTAMl Baleswar & a52 22,01.98 12 P,M Chorkhali Mothbaria Pirojpur Fair cargo Collision launch 10 BIWTASteamer P.S Tum &53 01.03.98 11.30 P.M Confuence of Dakatia Chandpur Chandpur Fair MV Jolkopol_2 Collision

Ittefaq 03.03 98
54 1303.98 6P.M Kakbakshla Ashashuni Shatkhira Stormy Ml RaJu Cyclone launch 30 Jttefaq 15.0398
55 13,03.98 SP.M Goaipur Ashashuni Shatkhira Stormy Ml Kalpona Cyclone launch 20 Ittefaq 150398MV Chandra & MV56 23.04.98 10P.M Diara Chandpur Chandpur Fair Tanka Collision 3 8 Ittefaq 25.04.9857 29.04,98 9P.M Shashongaon Fa!ulla Narayanganj Fair Two Engine boat Collision Boat 7 Ittefaq 30,04,98

Excessive current &58 30.06.98 5P.M Lamtori laxmipur laxmipur Fair Engine boat large wave Boat 2 Jttefaq 01.079859 03,01,99 5P.M Confuence of three rivers Hatia Noakhali Fair Engine boa! Whirlpool Boat 11 Ittefaq 06.01.99
60 27.01.99 6P.M Jolkodor khal Bashkhali Chitlagong Fair Engine boat Overloading Boat 11 Jttefaq 28.0199MV Sadia.3 & Sagar-61 19,0299 2A.M Botortuni Muladi Barisal Fair 14 Collision

14J1ttefaq 2002.99
62 15.04.99 7P.M Dhonu river Itna Kishoreganj Stormy Engine boat Cyclone Boat 20 Ittefaq 17.04,99
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63 08.05.99 11 AM Kalkini Soya Motima! Laxmipur Stormy ML Dipkonna Cyclone Launch 70 BIWTA

Engine boat & Oil64 04,08.99 10 P,M Masuabazar(Shitalakhya) Bonder Narayanganj Fair tanker Collision Boat 20 Ittefaq 05.08.9965 08.08.99 6A.M Near T dam Rajshahi Rajshahi Fair 8<lat Ovenoading 8<lat 9 Ittefaq 10,08.99
66 11,08.99 10 P,M Borokhal sluice gale Madaripur Madaripur Fair Boat Collision with sluice gale 8<lat 9 Jttefaq 14.08.99

Janakanlha67 17.11,99 7P,M POlkakhali Borguna Borguna Fair Engine boat Overloading Boat 8 518.11,99
68 11.12.99 7 A.M Upstream of Choukighat Oaulalkhan Bhola Fair ML Falguni Large wave of Ship Launch 40 SIWTA

Overloading & excessive69 14.03.00 1 P.M Kedarpur(Babuganj) Babuganj Barisal Fair Engine Boat current 8<lat 15 Ittefaq 15,03.00Choumohoni
70 1403,00 5 P.M ghat(8isharakandi) Banaripara Barisal Stormy ML Ananda Cyclone Launch 5 Ittefaq 16.03.0071 16.03.00 730 P.M Meghna nodi Daulatkhan Bhola Fair Engine boat Overloading 8<lat 15 Ittefaq 20,0300

Engine Boat & MV72 30,03.00 2P.M Beltolighat Motlob Chandpur Fair Amjad Collision 8<lat 8 Ittefaq 01 ,04.0073 30.04.00 4 P.M Mif]ar chor(Meghna) Raypura Narshingdi Stormy ML Bengal Bird Cyclone Launch 27 81WTA74 0105,00 3.30 P,M Lalpur(Meghna) AshuganJ B.baria Stormy ML Dolphin Cyclone launch 73 50 BIWTA75 08.06.00 10 AM Narshingdighat Narshingdi Narshingdi Fair Engine boat Overloading 8<lat 10 Ittefaq 09,06,00
MV Dipraj-2 & MV76 15,06.00 11 P.M Bodorpur Hijla Barisal Fair Manoshi-4 Collision Manoshi 50 25 Ittefaq 17.06.0077 12.07.00 12P.M Shonir Haor Tahirpur Sunamganj Stormy Engine boat Overloading Boal 6 20 Ittefaq 1307,00
MV Ashik& MV76 27.07.00 7 A.M Fatulla Fatulla Narayanganj Fair Sagar-5 Collision Ashik BIWTA79 18.11.00 12 P.M Kalichor Hatia Noakhali Fair Engine boat Physical failure 8<lat 8 Iltefaq 1911.00Downstream of

80 01.12.00 11 AM Chandpur(Mohishmari) Chandpur Chandpur Fair MS Kaukhali Physical failure launch BIWTA
MV RaJhongshi &MV61 29,1200 10 PM Bhorerchor Motlob Chandpur Foggy Jolkopot-2 Collision Rajhongshi 150 BIWTA

Overloading and82 18.01.01 4 P.M Hajirhat Monpura Bhola Fair Engine Boat excessive current 8<lat 20 Dinka120.0101
Mechanical failure and83 01.06,01 1 P.M Sandwip channel Sandwip Chiltagong Fair MV Mahfuj excessive current launch 30 50 Dinka! 02,06.0184 2006.01 12P.M Golachipa(KaJol) Galachipa Patuakhali Stormy Engine boat Cyclone Boat 3 DinkaI21.06,01
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~ • c ~ -" •$ E u • • c .u g , E • • JS , ,• • 0 ~ ~8 • • o • 0'- 0'" 0 ;:: -' ... is :;i c l) 0 •..0 •.. c '"85 29,11.01 3PM Sreepur(TeluJia river) Menendiganj Barisal Fair ML Jahangir Collision with a Launch Launch 20 SIWTA

Excessive current &
Turning Maneuvering86 14.01.02 1 A.M Sonarbangla(Bishkhali) Kathalia Jhalokathi Fair MV Golam Rosul Problem Launch SIWTA

Engine Boat & a
Prolhom Ala

87 26.01.02 2 A.M Buribhanga bazar Mongla Bagerhat Fair cargo Collision Boot 9 28.01.0288 03,0502 10 P.M Shalnol Mot/ob Chandpur Stormy MV Salauddin-2 Cyclone Launch 350 SIWTA89 11.05.02 5P,M Banaripara ghat Banaripara Barisal Stormy ML Iftj CyClone launch 2 SIWTA

Pro!horn Ala
90 24.05.02 10 P.M Kathachira(Baleswar) Mo!hbaria Pirojpur Stormy MV Subha Cyclone launch 100 25.05.02

Overloading &91 31.07.02 9A.M Kholamura Keraniganj Dhaka Fair ML Lucky Seven movement opassengers Launch 10 SIWTAMunshiganj
Engine boat & MV92 2501.03 5AM ghal(Dhaleswari) Munshiganj Munshiganj Fair Sagar.10 Collision Boot 12 SIWTAMunshiganj

Overloading & physical93 0802.03 5P.M ghat(Dhaleswari) Munshiganj Munshiganj Fair MV Miraj-2 failure Launch 1 SIWTA94 13.02.03 6P,M Amirabad Mollob Chandpur Stormy MV Amit Express Cyclone Launch 11 15 SIWTA
95 15.03.03 4P.M Veduria(Tetulia) Mehendiganj Barisal Stormy ML Cyprus Cyclone Launch 6 10 SIWTA
96 04.04,03 BP.M Chatak(Surma) Chatak SunamganJ Fair Engine boat & Cargo Collision Boat 62 SIWTAChamla
97 12.04.03 BP.M Bondor(Nagchini) Karimganj Kishoreganj Stormy ML Shanfpur Cyclone Launch 21 SIWTA98 14.04,03 11 P.M Chalna(Poshur) Dakop Khulna Stormy Engine boat Cyclone Boat 4 SIWTA
99 21.0403 7 P,M Pagla Fatulia Narayanganj Stormy ML Mitali-3 Cyclone Launch 250 Jugantor 22,04.03
100 21.04.03 3P.M Paneswar Sarail Sbaria Stormy ML Mojlishpur Cyclone Launch 51 Jugantor 22.04,03101 21.05,03 5P,M VUlumia ghat(Paira) Mirjaganj Patuakhali Stormy ML Takdir Cyclone Launch SIWTADakatia-Meghna
102 08.07.03 11.30P.M confluence point Chandpur Chandpur Fair MV Nasrin-1 Overloading & whirlpool Launch 625 SIWTAIMV -=oaI , -=OdnU103 OB.07.03 7P,M Entrance of Dakatia Chandpur Chandpur Fair cargo Collision 7 Jtlefaq 10,07.03
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0 0 1-0 InCyclone & excessive104 27.7.03 6P.M Sujanagar Sujanagar Pabna Stormy Boat current Boat 11 Ittefaq 29.07.03MV Sattar Khan &
Prothom alo

105 04.02.04 11 P.M Char Memania Hijta Barisal Foggy MV Asa.Jaoa Collision Asa-Jaoa 12 15 06.02,04
106 21.05,04 BAM Mirjafalu Daulatkhan Bhola Stormy ML Shahbajpur Cyclone launch 20 Ittefaq 22.05.04
107 23.05.04 3 A.M Anandabazar Chandpur Chandpur Stormy MV Lighting Sun Cyclone Launch 100 lttefaq 24.05,04JahajmaraChor(Near
108 23.05.04 3AM Ekhlaspur) Chandpur Chandpur Stormy MV Digonto Cyclone Oigonto 20 Ittefaq 24.05.04
109 26.07,04 3A.M Surma Kanaighat Sylhet Fair Engine boat Excessive current Boat 4 10 Ittefaq 29.07.04
110 29.07.04 2P.M Mawa Sreenagar MunshiganJ Fair Sea truck Excessive current Sea truck 9 15 Ittefaq 31.07.04

Engine111 10.08,04 5P.M Sadarghat Kotoali Dhaka Fair Engine Boat Overloading boat 10 Ittefaq 1308.04
Engine112 11.0804 8P.M Gudaraghat Bondor Narayanganj Fair Engine Boat & Cargo Collision boat 6 Ittefaq 14,08.04
Engine113 12,0904 9.30 A.M Jamuna river Kazipur SiraJ9anJ Stormy Engine Boat Cyclone boat 30 10 Jugantor 13.09,04
Engine Prothom Alo

114 1209,04 11.30 A.M Katuria Jajira Shariatpur Stormy Engine Boat Cyclone boat 10 1014.09,04
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